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BOOK REVIEWS

The Haitian economy: man, land and markets. MATS LUNDAHL. New York:
St. Martin's Press, 1983. 290 pp. (Cloth US$ 27.50)

The Swedish development economist Mats Lundahl is well known among
Caribbeanists and Haiti specialists for his 1979 book, Peasants and poverty:
a study of Haiti. In that work he offered his readers a rounded and well-
documented account of Haiti's contemporary economy, set in the context
of that country's social and economic history. The work was informed
by a thoughtful but pessimistic assessment of Haiti's future, and the view
that Haiti's difficulties, compounded by a serious and growing poverty
of resources, were to be laid squarely at the door of her governments.
Critics found his analysis insufficiently sensitive to the internal values and
strengths of Haitian peasant culture on the one hand, and to external
(geopolitical, imperialist) influences on the Haitian economy, on the other.
At the same time, most readers were impressed by the thoroughness of
the documentation the author provided.'

In the book under review, Lundahl gives us fourteen essays, three of
them previously unpublished, which deal with issues raised in his earlier
book, or by critics and observers. This book is divided into four parts,
each consisting of three or four essays; the parts are entitled "Interpretations
of Haiti", "Man and land", "Space and markets", and "Change and
stagnation". No review can deal adequately with all of this material. But
a few remarks may be offered, perhaps particularly since these essays
appeared before the fall of the Duvalier regime, and the subsequent
emergence of the "hardened vacuum" that has replaced it.

Part III, entitled "Space and markets", consists of three essays on
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marketing in Haiti. The last is concerned with price series correlations,
but since the data on which the correlations rest are, in Lundahl's own
view, not entirely reliable, this essay is largely an exercise. The middle
essay deals with Christian Girault's fine monograph on coffee marketing,
he commerce du cafe en Haiti; and though Lundahl differs quite sharply
with Girault over the influence and relative independence of the speculateurs,
or rural-based coffee buyers, he is justifiably impressed by Girault's careful
research.

This question of speculateur power over coffee-producing peasants is
a worrisome one. There may be a good deal of local or regional variation,
in fact. But the needed information is, in any case, devilishly difficult
to collect; local people have long been cautious about talking openly in
regard to such matters, particularly to strangers. This reviewer is inclined
to side with Girault, but only because of a general — now entirely outdated
— familiarity with the Haitian countryside, where a good deal of coercion
and control, mostly invisible to the outsider, was matter-of-factly exerted
over the peasantry, in past years. Lundahl doubts that collusion among
speculateurs can work, when there are so many. While it is convincing
that increases in the number of marketers can complicate the maintenance
of oligopsony, it is not convincing to shift this argument, sometimes used
to describe the situation of Haitian market women, to Haitian speculateurs;
the buying and selling operations are qualitatively different, involve different
time periods, different scales of credit and purchase, and much else that
makes the cases unlike. Nor is it convincing to say, as Lundahl does (p.
182), that "if collusion [among speculateurs] had been effective, there would
not have been any need'to resort to" small-scale cheating (e.g., bad scales).
Since when do greedy folk forgo one kind of cheating simply because
another kind works? The late Prof. William Gates, with whom the reviewer
did some work in the Haitian countryside in the late 1950s, was convinced
that peasants could pick and choose their coffee buyers, and describes
a speculateur nervously pursuing a peasant seller who is choosing to take
his coffee elsewhere. But there are many contexts within which such a
situation might arise, without signifying the freedom of peasants to sell
their coffee where they wished. At any rate, the real answer to this issue
rests with fieldwork, plain and simple; and probably both Girault and
Lundahl would concede that we need to know even more.

The opening essay in this section, "The state of spatial economic research
on Haiti: a selective survey", first appeared in an anthropological journal.
It reviews briefly and in passing research on the Haitian nation, on particular
regions of Haiti, and on agricultural marketing and migration. Lundahl
concludes that our knowledge in these areas is still quite imperfect, and
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that more research is needed — an assertion with which one can readily
agree. But it would be hard to demonstrate that adequate research findings
have much to do with economic reform in Haiti. Haitian governments
can stay in power because external forces agree to their tenure. The domestic
policies of such governments are arbitrary because there is no need for
them not to be. In regard to the marketing system, for instance, we have
long known that Haitian food marketers operated under crushing and
regressive tax policies. In 1959, this reviewer wrote:

"In Haiti today...the market woman is taxed for tethering her beast; for butchering
a pig, sheep, goat or cow; for the stand on which pork is displayed for sale; for the
grass roof beneath which wares are spread; and for the assessed values of the wares
themselves; not to mention the license fees which are paid to permit dealing in certain
products. Selling must not take place outside the market limits; resellers who buy within
these limits are taxed for what they buy. Attempts have even been made by past governments
to suppress many rural markets in order to concentrate activity in urban centers, and
townsmen have circulated petitions for the crushing of rural markets." (Mintz 1959)

None of this was news in 1959, though it may not have been known by
the average middle-class dweller in Port-au-Prince. When Duplan and La
Gra studied the taxation of agricultural goods in Port-au-Prince, they
reported (in 1974) "that the taxation system was totally arbitrary, and
that it led to abuses by the tax collectors," Lundahl tells us. Their study
was "highly successful in the sense that it led to suppression of these taxes
by presidential decree in 1974" (p. 162). But surely it was not for lack
of information that it took fifteen years to eliminate grossly unjust and
economically inefficient levies on the marketers, many of them peasants.
Lundahl knows as well as I do that the decision to remove these taxes
was as arbitrary as the taxes were. Such taxes contributed not a penny
to the improvement of marketing, actively retarding its development instead.
The taxes were not retained merely to provide a dole to the droves of
pathetic petits fonctionnaires — whom the peasants call "leta" — who
wandered through the marketplaces, extorting pennies from ten year-old
bean sellers. One suspects that the report by Duplan and La Gra does
not explain why they were ended, either. Basic economic information does
not become a lever for policy in Haiti, any more than in most other poor
countries, because policy changes involve too much stepping on toes. But
only Haitian toes? This reviewer thinks not. Haiti's long and dismal history
of the foreign presence — at least as dismal since 1915 as it was before
— includes such spectacular economic innovations as selling human blood,
meat packing for export, monopoly privileges for flour mills owned by
Texan business geniuses, and like feats. To be sure, without the blessing
of the regime in power, none of these neat schemes would have worked.
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But is it confidence in sovereignty, or lack of such confidence, that leads
governments to bless such shameless plots with impunity? It was also the
regime in power, after all, which gave the U.S. a badly needed vote at
Punta del Este. This is emphatically not a contention that we do not need
more data because it might not be used, nor an assertion that marketing
reform can only be carried out under conditions of absolute political
independence. But the externalities do have a way of imposing themselves
upon local political life, all the same.

In his final essay on technological change in Haitian agriculture (not
yet printed elsewhere at the time), Lundahl considers what is needed to
introduce technological innovations to the peasantry, innovations that
might actually alter the fatal asymmetry of power typifying Haitian history,
and concludes that such change can only come with the active cooperation
of the government. But what if the government refuses to initiate the
necessary changes, because it sees them as contrary to its. interests? Is
there, then, some way around the government? Lundahl enumerates several
opinions in this regard — those of Clague, Maguire, Friedmann, and Pierre-
Charles — and decides that they all fall short. This reviewer sadly agrees.
Lundahl writes: "The Duvalier dynasty has ruled the nation autocratically
since 1957 and as it will probably continue to do so for some time the
government definitely has the power to stop all changes which it deems
undesirable — for whatever reasons" (p. 280). One has to ask the question
— not necessarily directed at Lundahl — concerning the seeming paralysis
which grips Haiti today, now in the absence of the Duvalier dynasty.
Lundahl has not been attracted by the thesis that some part of Haiti's
underdevelopment is a consequence of regional geopolitics; but it is difficult
to believe that the present impasse has arisen merely as the result of divided
local power. Are we to conclude simply that while Duvalier is gone, the
local system he represented — what local system did he represent — is
still firmly in place?

Lundahl has amply demonstrated the seriousness of purpose he brings
to the study of the Haitian economy. While this recueil will not appeal
to lay readers, and while its author's preference for one kind of economics
is plain, it provides much food for thought, as well as the solidly documented
and careful analyses we have learned to expect of this scholar.

NOTE

1. A poignant note is afforded by a news story appearing immediately following the sudden
departure of M. le Pres. Jean-Claude Duvalier et Cie. for an extended stay in France. In
the flotsam and jetsam left behind on the lawn of one of the Duvalier residences after the
frenzied looting which followed the fall of the Duvaliers, a reporter found a copy of Lundahl's
Peasants and poverty. Was Ti-Doc having second thoughts?
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Essays on Haitian literature. LEON-FRANCOIS HOFFMANN. Washington
D.C.: Three Continents Press, 1984. 184 pp. (Cloth US$ 17, Paper US$
8)

The Haitian writer is caught in a web of paradoxes which involves problems
of language, literacy, socio-political change and cultural identity. The writer
cannot reach his or her public. His work is accessible only to the small,
educated elite that speaks French. This dilemma is complicated by the
fact that even when the writer uses Creole, the language spoken by the
entire population, massive illiteracy makes the vernacular as transcribed
into written language inaccessible to the general public. Moreover, the
writer who engages in issues involving socio-political change is confronted
with the contradiction of message and audience, i.e., his readers are precisely
the group most heavily interested in preserving the status quo. No longer
do we understand the problem to be that of writing in French but, rather,
that of the relationship of the writer to his audience. No longer is it a
question of Haitian writers adopting a certain tradition or form of literature
which reflects or imposes the sensibilities of a different history and culture,
namely French. Generations of Haitian writers have incorporated into
their texts the spoken language and the cultural and national experiences
of the Haitian people. Nevertheless, the problem of literacy appears to
be overwhelming. The peculiar problems confronting the Haitian writer
are addressed by Leon-Francois Hoffmann, Professor of modern languages
and literatures at Princeton University, in his Essays on Haitian literature,
a collection of essays, some of which were previously published in French
or English. In his introduction, Hoffmann notes that from the War of
independence (1791-1803), "the first time a Napoleonic army had ever
been defeated, a fact still carefully kept out of French history school books"
to the Duvalierist era and the tontons macoutes, which fulfilled the Western
media's hunger for "picturesque as well as sinister" scenarios, the image
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of Haiti, the first Black Republic of the western hemisphere, has been
largely negative. Further, the Hollywood image of the vodun religion, with
its macabre and unrealistic associations, reinforced this image in the western
imagination. Haiti's literature has been similarly misunderstood, or worse,
simply ignored, although Haitians, per ratio to the population of the
country, have published more books since the beginning of the nineteenth
century than any other country in the Americas, except the U.S. It is
Hoffmann's expressed purpose to produce a work which will counterbalance
these unflattering images.

In the first chapter, "Haitian literature: an overview", Hoffmann
underlines that the main themes of Haitian writers, whether novelists, poets,
essayists, or playwrights, continue to be Haiti and her problems, thus falling
within the tradition of committed literature or litterature engagee: "Their
self-imposed mission is two-fold: on the one hand, to denounce injustices
and abuses in Haitian society; on the other, to celebrate their country
and defend her against the vicious sarcasm, often racist in character, which
foreigners have all too often directed at the Black Republic" (p. 13). This
basic, paradoxical characteristic lends Haitian literature originality within
the Western literary tradition and is perhaps most evident in the novel:
in early Haitian literature (pre-1915) characterized by historical and
sentimental drawing-room novels; in the indigenist movement (1915-55)
characterized by the peasant novel; and in the contemporary period (post
1955) characterized by "marvellous realism" in the novel. Hoffmann sees
the concept of "marvellous realism," popularized by Jacques Stephen Alexis
and later modified by Haitian novelists living generally in exile, as expressive
of "the francophonic branch of Latin American literature".

In the book's best and most original essay, Hoffmann examines "The
linguistic situation in Haiti" and studies the paradox of a country where
only 10% of the population speak French, the official language of the
nation, while 100% speak Creole, a language which is "as different from
French as French is from Latin". Hoffmann argues that "Haitian Creole
is in no way an inferior, simplified or bastardized form of French, as
the ruling class has long claimed" but, rather, "an original, complex, and
expressive language which no speaker of French can hope to understand
and speak without much study and practice" (p. 33). Hoffmann, a native
of France who has spent years studying the Creole language, has a first
hand understanding of the problems involved. Hoffmann notes that "the
originality of Haitian literature written in French rests to a considerable
degree on Creole. This apparent paradox is due to two related factors:
on the one hand, the presence of Creole within French texts, and, on
the other hand, the influence of Creole on French texts' (p. 41). Despite
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a brilliant analysis, reinforced by pertinent examples, of the unique
contributions to literature achieved by that approach, and despite a similarly
impressive review of Haitian works written in Creole, what emerges from
this chapter is the author's evident concern about the effects of the dual
language structure in Haiti, which effectively cuts off the majority of the
population from full participation in the educational, political and economic
apparatus of the country. The Haitian who only speaks Creole is, in effect,
unable to appreciate the literary advances of his compatriots, whether the
latter write in French or in Creole. In his outcry against this phenomenom,
Hoffmann joins a large group of progressive Haitians, living in Haiti and
abroad, who have long demanded parity of French and Creole as official
languages, and indeed, have insisted that Creole should replace French
as the official language. Hoffmann deplores the fact that the educational
reform of 1979 only "permits" rather than "imposes" the use of Creole
in public schools, notes that more Haitians are fluent in English than
they are in the official language of their country, and even speculates on
the possibility of a gradual replacement of French by English and an
eventual Creole-English bilingualism. His hope for future coherence of
the multilingual situation in Haiti is echoed by all who are genuinely
concerned about the citizenry of Haiti.

In the next two chapters, Hoffmann examines "Slavery and race in
Haitian letters" and "The U.S. and Americans in Haitian letters". The
term "blanc" (white) in Haiti applies to foreigners, regardless of color
or race. This phenomenom dates back to the first constitution of 1804,
when Dessalines, the first ruler of the independent republic, decreed that
all Haitians, no matter what their color, were to be referred to as "black".
This applied as well to German and Polish emigres who were living in
Haiti at the time.' Hoffmann points out that foreigners in Haitian literature
tend to be French, Caucasian characters, used by Haitian writers as
mouthpieces to expose the color prejudice between Blacks and Mulattoes
that continue to threaten to divide the nation. They function as objective
observers of reality. American foreigners, virtually absent from Haitian
literature before the American occupation (1915-34), emerge as racist,
imperialist and materialistic in the literature of the indigenist movement.
But the Harlem Renaissance rendered the U.S., in the eyes of Haitians,
a place where black writers and artists were supported by progressive whites.
Objective and sensitive studies by Melville Herskovits, James Leyburn and
Katherine Dunham also impressed the Haitians with the fact that not
all foreign critics were intent on denigrating the country. Further, in the
wake of Haitian emigration, the U.S. came to represent a land where
freedom and even spiritual aspirations could be satisfied. Accordingly the
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representation of Americans and the U.S. were upgraded in Haitian
literature. Hoffmann offers the example of Marie-Therese Colimon's Le
chant des sirenes [The song of the sirens] (Port-au-Prince: Ed. du Soleil,
1979) in which all the protagonists escape from Haiti's confining social
situation for the promise of a better life abroad in the United States, "the
Promised Land". Finally, Hoffmann notes the increasing use of English
phrases offered without translation in a number of contemporary texts
written by Haitians living at home and abroad, a phenomenom he sees
as indicative of the increasing popularity of the English language in Haiti.

In "The image of woman in Haitian poetry," Hoffmann discusses once
more the paradox which confronts the Haitian writer: the poet wants to
praise the beauty of his country's black women but finds it difficult to
depict the black woman positively because the terms available to express
her physical appearance, such as "kinky" or "woolly" hair, black skin,
and negroid facial features, have negative connotations in Creole, French
and English. The paradox becomes more evident when the poet attempts
to describe the white woman who appears rarely in Haitian poetry. The
poet finds it difficult to sing of the white woman's golden hair, white
skin and Arian features without seeming, indirectly, to denigrate the black
Haitian woman. His poetry would no longer be "committed". Therefore,
"for Haitian poets, Black Woman represents Africa and White Woman
represents Europe, before the fusion of which Haiti was born" (p. 100).
This paradoxical way of resolving this dilemna is also underlined in the
book's final chapter on "The first Haitian novel: Emeric Bergeaud's Stella"
(Paris: Dentu, 1859). In Stella, the two main female protagonists are
"FAfricaine," an African slave woman who is killed in the first pages
of the novel by her French master, and Stella, a young French woman
who aids the African woman's two sons in avenging their mother's death.
Later, Stella encourages the two sons, the Black Romulus and the Mulatto
Remus, to unite and transcend their color prejudice in order to develop
a strong, independent nation: "L'Africaine and Stella, Haiti and Liberty,
are thus fused into one symbolic character who preaches struggle against
oppression and the unity which will be the mainstay of the nation" (p.
116). Finally, Hoffmann returns to his original thesis by pointing out that
Bergeaud's main "obsession", as with all other Haitian writers', is to
articulate "a passionate affirmation of Haiti's originality and dignity".

The book also includes a lengthy and impressive bibliography of critical
studies on Haitian literature. In perusing the bibliography, one cannot
help but notice the rarity of books in English devoted to the study of
Haitian letters. In this regard, along with J. Michael Dash's Literature
and ideology in Haiti, 1915-1961 (London: Macmillan Press, 1981), Hoff-
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mann's text represents a valuable contribution to the field and fills an
important gap. It is hoped, however, that the book will interest not only
researchers and scholars writing in English outside of the country, but
also those Haitians who are attempting to rebuild the nation within a
democratic framework after the severe and rigid dictatorship of the
Duvaliers (1957-86) in which we saw the originality of Haitian literature
paradoxically expressed solely by those Haitians living abroad— the only
ones, sadly, who were able to enjoy freedom of speech.

NOTE

1. See David Nicholls, 1979. From Dessalines to Duvalier: race, colour and national
independence in Haiti. Cambridge, Cambridge University Press.

REGINE ALTAGRACE LATORTUE

African Studies Department
Brooklyn College of the City University of New York
Brooklyn, New York 11210, U.S.A.

The Haitian journal of lieutenant Howard, York Hussars, 1796-1798. Edited
with an introduction by ROGER NORMAN BUCKLEY. Knoxville: University
of Tennessee Press, 1985. liv + 194 (Cloth US$ 22.50).

Lieutenant Howard of the York Hussars kept a daily journal during the
last two years of the British occupation of western Saint Domingue—
the future Haiti—from 1793 to 1798. Roger Buckley has published this
130-page journal with an extensive introduction and thorough annotation.
It is a book that can be read with profit by scholar and layman alike.

A young English cavalry officer convoyed to the West Indies from Cork
in the winter of 1796 might not be expected to be an astute analyst of
social conditions in the famous sugar colony in the throes of a massive
slave revolt. Indeed, on the surface much of this journal deals with military
maneuvers and patrols, ambushes and skirmishes, and brief descriptions
of the ports and hinterland of that war-torn island. A more careful reading,
however, reveals a great deal more, not only about the fighting qualities
of Toussaint L'Ouverture's ex-slave detachments and of the constant
preoccupation of the English regiments with lethal yellow fever, but also
about the society of Saint Domingue and the causes and course of the
famous Black Revolution. Naturally, we see all this through Lieutenant
Howard's myopic vision and inevitable prejudices as an English officer
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who had made his way up from the ranks, as a Conservative of Burkean
stamp, and as a white member of England's "educated middle class".

Most interesting is Howard's description of the "six classes" on Saint
Domingue which are not very different from those analyzed by eighteenth-
century French observers from Moreau de Saint-Mery to Hilliard d'Au-
berteuil, including many of their caricatures and oversimplifications.
Howard is not flattering to either the French planters or to the admin-
istrative and military establishment, but he is especially critical of the petits
blancs— artisans and mechanics, plantation overseers and accountants,
adventurers and gamblers, "totally devoid of Principles" (102). Not
unexpectedly, he condemns the petits blancs more for their social pretensions
among the white population than for their implacable racism toward both
black slaves and mulatto freedmen. The lieutenant perceives that not all
the freedmen (affranchis) were People of Colour—the majority were Free
Blacks—and he discerns tensions among the freedmen based on their degree
of "whiteness". He praises the beauty of the mulatresses with their Madras
kerchiefs, "the tint of their different Complexions," and their "most
Luxurious shape" (104). Toward the "Men of Colour" he was less partial.
"A Mulatto is capable of anything but Honor, Virtue, and Humanity",
he writes. As for the Free Black, he is "in general a harmless inoffensive
creature" (105). Finally, the Hussar officer turns to the mass of black
slaves—almost 500,000 of them in 1789. Here Howard admits a change
of mind from his original rage at the "Lash Sound over the Back of a
Negro". Comparing the treatment of black slaves by white masters favorably
to that of the poor in England under the criminal law, Howard summarily
concludes that "if in England . . . , you punish free Men, will you not
allow a Master to punish his slaves when they are in fault"?(108) Moreover,
a Master is too greedy to harm his human capital.

Lieutenant Howard's journal is a compendium of all shades of racism
from sexual attitudes to allusions to African primitivism—providing a
rationalization for relentless repression "by the saber" of the "black
brigands". His explanation of the Black Revolution on the island combines
a version of Burkean political philosophy with undisguised racism. The
French Revolution of 1789 infected the slaves with the idea of the Rights
of Man and absurd "Levelling Principles". With patent shock and disbelief,
Howard asserts that the French revolutionary commissioners (he does not
mention Leger-Felicite Sonthonax by name) "not only gave the Blacks
their Freedom, but put arms into their hands" (77). He failed to add
that the English and Spanish armies were allies of the white planter elite
called upon to maintain slavery. In a passage reminiscent of Burke's
Reflections on the French revolution, Howard evokes "Murder, Assassi-
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nation, Rape, and Robbery" as the "Order of the Day" on the island,
for which the ex-slaves alone are responsible (78). For Lieutenant Howard,
the "Enormities committed in Honour of the Rights of Man" are never
weighed against that greater enormity, a century of slavery. In 1796, only
the whites are "wretched" and worthy of sympathy. Howard cannot even
understand why the mulatto and black troops in Abercromby's expedi-
tionary force began deserting to Toussaint as the British occupation army,
decimated by fever and sickness, prepared to withdraw.

The Black Revolution on Haiti had its contingencies and its pre-
conditions. It was a unique event in Western History, not because it was
black, but because it was successful. Historians may legitimately debate
which factors were decisive in the final outcome—the Abolitionist Move-
ment, the French Revolution, international conflict, the leadership and
organizational skills of Toussaint L'Ouverture and the other black leaders,
the high morale of the black soldier, yellow fever and malaria, so devastating
to the European regiments. In the end, it seems fruitless to separate out
any one of these factors as the editor is inclined to do. Nor does it do
injustice to the determination and skill of the black detachments to set
their success in a wider international and environmental context.

Although I do not share the editor's belief that Howard's journal
contributes much to a "comprehensive assessment of Toussaint L'Ouverture
as a military leader" (xiii), I do agree that it adds something to our
knowledge of the English army in the 1790's and to overall English war
strategy. However, even more important is the light Howard's journal
sheds on the range of racial attitudes of a middle-class English officer,
fighting to reimpose slavery during part of that agonizing thirteen-year
struggle ending in Haitian independence.

ROBERT FORSTER
Department of History
The Johns Hopkins University
Baltimore, MD 21218, U.S.A.

LosEstados Unidosy Trujillo, ano 1930. BERNARDO VEGA. Santo Domingo:
Fundacion Cultural Dominicano, 1986. 2 vols. xi + 1120 pp. (Paper)
LosEstados Unidosy Trujillo, ano 1947. BERNARDO VEGA. Santo Domingo:
Fundacion Cultural Dominicana, 1984. 2 vols. xi + 1018 pp. (Paper)
Nazismo, fascismo y falangismo en la Republica Dominicana. BERNARDO
VEGA. Santo Domingo: Fundacion Cultural Dominicana, 1985. 415 pp.
(Paper)
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The polyfacetic Bernardo Vega has, with the volumes reviewed here,
undertaken a formidable task of historical excavation on Dominican history
and U.S.-Dominican relations. Vega, an economist, former Governor of
the Central Bank of the Dominican Republic (an appointment that delayed
the publication of several of these volumes by several years), and archae-
ologist, has now turned his attention to the roles of historian and archivist.
Through the vehicle of his own Fundacion Cultural Dominicano (FCD),
Vega is compiling, editing, analyzing and publishing materials from U.S.
State Department and military archives as well as a variety of other sources
not easily available to the public. Vega says that the entire project will
include the recovery and publication of these documents from the mid-
19th century to the present. The first phase of this project will focus
exclusively on the Trujillo period (1930-1961). This is an important task
because of the lack of internal documentation on the Trujillo period.
Newspapers did not report what was really going on, Trujillo's private
papers were taken out of the country in 1962, and those historical
participants still living have not rushed to write their memoirs. The
informational vacuum in which the average Dominican lived and the
informational vacuum left behind lead Vega to refer to the Trujillo period
as a "Middle Ages without monasteries".

Besides the volumes reviewed here, the FCD has published to date two
volumes with commentary and documents from U.S. military and diplo-
matic archives for 1945/46. In addition to the yearly volumes, the FCD
will be publishing several volumes that cover specific themes that do not
fit conveniently into the annual volumes. One of these themes, the
introduction of Nazi ideolo'gies into the Dominican Republic, is reviewed
here and others are promised on subjects such as the foreign debt and
the use of Washington lobbyists by Trujillo. Although the documents and
Vega's accompanying analysis do not appear to introduce any major
changes into the historical record, and many have been drawn upon before
(Crassweller 1966; Wilson and Atkins 1972), they do provide rich detail
not easily available before now.

The two volumes on the year of Trujillo's ascenscion to the Presidency
include seven essays by Vega on various aspects of the events of that
year as well as a large collection of documents from diplomatic and military
sources, including the private papers of the principal U.S. diplomats
involved, and documents from the archives of the Dominican National
Palace. All of the major events are well covered: Trujillo's use of Rafael
Estrella Urena as his stalking horse in the "February Revolution," his
violent suppression of his political opponents, the fraudulent elections of
May 16, Trujillo's swearing-in on August 16, his reactions to the devastation
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of the hurricane of San Zenon, and the beginnings of the Dominican Party,
his mechanism of rule throughout the thirty-one years. Trujillo was able
to take advantage of the increasing unpopularity of Horacio Vazquez,
the first democratically elected President after the end of the U.S. military
occupation in 1924, to plot his way into power. Vazquez had extended
his term of office from four to six years, began issuing stamps with his
likeness on them, and naming streets after himself. While certainly a minor
case of megalomania compared to the heights of self-aggrandizement that
Trujillo would reach, Vazquez progressively alienated his bases of support.
Trujillo's ability to manipulate Estrella Urefia into thinking that he (Estrella
Urefia) was using Trujillo when quite the opposite was true is notable
since these documents reveal that Estrella Urefia was no slouch in the
treachery business himself. In October of 1929, he had hatched against
Vazquez an assassination plot that failed when they were not able to find
a willing assassin. One candidate for the job, who earlier in the century
had assassinated President Ramon Caceres, apparently had had enough
of solving the succession problem and declared "One President already
died at my hands and I don't want to kill another one."

In one essay Vega expertly sketches in U.S. policy towards Latin America
during the period, which was mostly dedicated to trying to get out of
the various Caribbean Basin countries in which the U.S. had landed troops
over the previous thirty years. This made it an inauspicious historical
moment for those Dominicans who fervently hoped the U.S. would do
something forceful to stop Trujillo. The reporting of U.S. Minister Charles
B. Curtis was consistently negative until late in 1930 when he began
commenting favorably on Trujillo's "unsuspected administrative ability".
However, just as consistently, the U.S. State Department declined to do
anything definitive to impede Trujillo's power grab and even authorized
the sale of machine guns to him after the fradulent May 16 elections,
in part because of the consistent support given to Trujillo by the U.S.
military, who saw him as one of their prize pupils. But a sample of critical
reporting can be found in the characterizations of Trujillo's first cabinet,
which referred to the Secretary of the Presidency as a "mulatto assassin",
the Minister of Justice as the "most slippery intriguer in Dominican
politics", the Finance Secretary as a "half-wit," and the War Minister
as an "illiterate Syrian." Trujillo wasted no time in consolidating power,
and the interested reader can find the documentation for the beginnings
of the Dominican Party, Trujillo's electoral vehicle throughout his reign.
He first proposed a "partido unico" on October 4,1930 with only Desiderio
Arias, who would be killed by Trujillo a few years later, protesting. A
shortlived anti-Trujillo rebellion ended with the death of Cipriano Bencosme
on November 9, 1930.
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In the volume on 1947, besides the sources utilized in the 1930 volume,
Vega also samples the archives of the Dominican Foreign Ministry, a
collection of clippings supplied to Vega by an anti-Trujillo exile, some
of Trujillo's personal correspondence from that year, and materials from
the U.S. Legation in Cuba concerning the would-be invaders at Cayo
Confites. Trujillo, in the 17th year of his rule, was a busy man, showing
little flagging of his energy. In that year he was able to convince the U.S.
to begin sellings arms to him again (an embargo had been initiated in
1945), plotted to overthrow his arch-enemy Romulo Betancourt of Ve-
nezuela and successfully convinced the U.S. to pressure Cuba to stop the
launching of an anti-Trujillo invasion from Cayo Confites in Cuba. There
is a tremendous amount of documentation available here on the failed
and, at the time, well-publicized invasion. For those who wish to clarify
sequences of events in this confusing episode, Vega has helpfully supplied
a table listing events that occurred on each day in July, August and
September 1947 in Cayo Confites, Havana, Santo Domingo, the U.S.,
Haiti, and Venezuela. Cayo Confites is important in Caribbean history
since this was the first effort of the fabled, loose-knit group that would
become known as "the Caribbean Legion" and would have greater
insurrectionary success in Costa Rica in support of Jose Figueres in 1948.
This volume also contains seven interpretative essays by Vega, as well
as a wealth of relevant documentation.

Right-wing ideologies found acceptance in high circles in the Dominican
Republic, but interest in the Axis was always strongly tempered by Trujillo's
appreciation that his ultimate fate lay with the United States. Vega's series
of essays in Nazismo, fascismo y falangismo analyze Trujillo's ideological
affinities with fascism, nazism, and falangism, and discusses the role of
these ideologies in the 1930s and 40s. For this volume, besides consulting
several U.S. archives (including those of the OSS) and the archives of
the Dominican National Palace, Vega also made use of German archives.
Dominican exile leaders frequently tried to convince the U.S. that Trujillo
was a secret Nazi sympathizer, but Trujillo was too cagey for them to
ever have any concrete evidence. Germany had historically been an
important trading partner and some of the principal families of the Cibao
had sent their children to Germany to be educated. Germany evinced an
interest beyond the commercial in the Domincan Republic during the
period. In 1937 the German-Dominican Scientific Institute opened its doors
and busied itself ostensibly surveying flora, fauna, and geology in diverse
parts of the countries. Vega concludes that the Institute was indeed collecting
data for the German intelligence services on subjects such as the usefulness
of mountainous Constanza as a telecommunications center and the Bay
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of Samana as a refuge for German ships and submarines. German groups
also expressed interest in iron ore in the Hatillo area and petroleum in
Azua.

But however well Trujillo thought of the Axis, geopolitical realities
dictated an allegiance to the United States. This allegiance was sealed by
a trip to Washington in 1939, his first foreign trip at the age of 48, where
he managed a brief private meeting with Roosevelt, despite the professed
displeasure of the State Department, habitually ambivalent about Trujillo.
But Trujillo was greeted far more warmly by the U.S. military. Trujillo's
chief in the Dominican National Police, Colonel Breckenridge, was by
then a Marine Corps General presiding over Quantico. Breckenridge
sponsored a reception where Trujillo met several U.S. military luminaries.
This visit impressed Trujillo and when war broke out he imprisoned and
deported some 48 Germans, and during the war German submarines sank
several Dominican ships. The volume on the events of 1930 also discusses
the somewhat longer history of fascism in the Dominican Republic.
Particularly notable is the fact that Rafael Estrella Urena, who had served
as Vasquez's ambassador to Italy where he reportedly became a great
admirer of Mussolini's, began organizing fascist clubs in the Dominican
Republic upon his return. It seems as if the country had few good options
in 1930.

Vega has been surpassingly helpful for Dominicans, Dominicanists and
students of U.S.-Latin American relations in general. Among other helpful
features the volumes also contain name indexes so that the interested reader
can follow particular historical personages through the events in questions.
With the publication of these volumes and the magisterial analysis of the
Trujillo period by Roberto Cassa (1982), much of the lost knowledge about
the Trujillo period would seem to have been recovered for future gene-
rations. In order to assure that all of the FCD's volumes on the Trujillo
period do achieve publication and for the sake of scholarship, it is to
be hoped that Bernardo Vega receives no more calls to public service
until the series is completed.
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The impact of intervention: The Dominican Republic during the US occupation
of 1916-1924. BRUCE J. CALDER. Austin: University of Texas Press, 1984.
358 pp. (Cloth US$ 22.50)

A sense of deja vu seeps through the pages of what must by any judgment
be the most authoritative book on the US occupation of the Dominican
Republic during America's formal interventionist heyday. It is all there:
a profound misunderstanding of the Dominican social structure and
political culture; colonial and racist practices by, for the most part, an
insensitive military government which equalled those practiced by British
and French colonial administrations elsewhere in the Third World which
were denigrated by officially anti-colonialist Washington; a refusal to permit
discussion of US hegemony in the Caribbean Basin and its manifestation
in practice at the Versailles Conference which was dominated by Wilson's
espousal of national selfdetermination and democracy; a lack of any
coherent policy in the corridors of power in either Washington or Santo
Domingo bar the need for public order, "clean" administration, sanitation
and infra-structure, executed with little local consultation; a bitterly fought
guerrilla war and US Marine Corps atrocities; an insistence that the
guerrillas were only bandits fostered by the world enemy of the time,
Imperial Germany; and a highly effective international campaign, especially
in Latin America, which went beyond opposition to the occupation to
lay a firm foundation of anti-Americanism in the region. The parallels
with current US policy in Central America are painful, to say nothing
of South-East Asia. But at least the final evacuation of Santo Domingo
was not the scuttle of Saigon just over fifty years later.

Calder is refreshingly frank about his philosophy, namely that his analysis
is guided by the dependency theory paradigm. But he acknowledges the
"technocratic progressive" character of the reformist and development
programmes inaugurated by the military government, several of whose
officials were anxious "to do good". He also acknowledges the different
approach to the various US occupations by American and Latin American
scholars, summarised as the former's concentration on US policy studies
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and the latter on more ideological concerns. He manages to synthesize
the two with meticulous research of both U.S. and Dominican archives.
But he tantalizingly fails to develop the details of the division between
the State Department and the Pentagon, especially after 1921, over how
to handle the problem: again, a topic which echoes through the years
to the present.

The outstanding contribution of the book is, however, its historiograph-
ical triumph. Calder's description and analysis of the guerrilla war in the
eastern provinces, in its various and distinct phases, is remarkable as it
has been virtually ignored by historians. At one level, this has been due
to the lack of documentation, especially locally, the absence of strong
ideological conviction by the various guerrilla groups with most of their
followers participating out of sheer hunger and desperation as their lands
were swallowed up by the U.S.-owned sugar corporations, and the nature
of the leadership: no Sandinos here to create a charismatic image which
might have united the struggle, inspired national myths and attracted
external support. Yet the war, together with that fought against Sandino
in Nicaragua in the late 1920s, was the major military involvement by
the United States in Latin America in the twentieth century. It is a timely
warning that paradigms dictate priorities and preferences; by refusing to
see the guerrillas as bandits, Calder has done a service to the scholarly
community, despite his rather terse analysis of the collapse of the struggle
with the surrender of most of the leaders in 1922, which seems to beg
as many questions as it answers.

Notwithstanding that, his account of the other, complementary, collapse,
that of the radical nationalists and their "evacuation pura y simple" position
in favour of the pragmatists who favoured a compromise, is instructive
in giving insights into the nature of Dominican political leadership. The
emergence, after withdrawal, of a government dominated by those who
eschewed the radical cause and which was essentially that of 1916 was
not therefore surprising: little had changed.

So what was the result of the intervention? Public finance was reordered—
the nominal raison d'etre of the occupation— although the Republic was
saddled with heavy debts incurred by the impact of the world recession
in 1921 and the need for the US military to complete projects particularly
aimed at the guerrillas, such as roads. Infrastructure was developed and
limited land reform attempted: but generally these helped the sugar industry
far more than he majority of impoverished Dominican peasants. Plantation
concentration proceeded apace: by 1926, 12 U.S. companies owned 81%
of the huge sugar acreage while other crops, grown more by Dominicans—
especially food—were neglected. Ironically, the only reform which, if
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properly applied, would have addressed the land question, namely the
land tax, was denigrated by the nationalists as "an illegitimate offspring
of an illegal government" and was the first casualty of the U.S. withdrawal.

But the most important result was one entirely unexpected and unwel-
come. The reform of the Guardia Nacional Dominicana and its success
as a proxy force against the guerrillas led to its becoming a centralised
and efficient force against traditional caudillismo. But it fitted well into
other Dominican traditions and was ripe for the picking by the unscru-
pulous. By 1930, Trujillo had it under firm control, enabling him to embark
on 31 years of harsh and corrupt dictatorship. In Calder's words, 'the
officials of the military establishment merely established an institution based
on a U.S. model; they could not impose the values that lay at the core
of the model. Traditional Dominican political culture rather than the poorly
conceived (and, for six years, poorly executed) hopes of the occupiers shaped
the Guardia' (p. 62). An apt epitaph.

TONY THORNDIKE

Department of International Relations & Politics
North Staffordshire Polytechnic
Stoke-on-Trent, ST4 2DE, England

The North American role in the Spanish imperial economy 1760-1819.
JACQUES BARBIER and ALLAN J. KUETHE, (Eds.). Manchester, England,
1984: Manchester University Press, pp. 232. (Cloth)

Recently historians have begun to re-examine the conditions that led to
the collapse of the Spanish Empire in America. During the eighteenth
century the Spanish crown attempted to restructure the empire, using models
imported from its European rivals, in order to reassert its own power
and revive the Spanish economy. Free trade decrees, promulgated between
1765 and 1789, intended to open up trade within the empire in order
to solve problems of supply and circulation. To an extent the decrees
worked, or at least enabled Spain to reap some benefit from the dynamic
Atlantic economy of the late eighteenth century, but the fundamental
weakness of the Spanish economy and chronic warfare which disrupted
trade routes, doomed the reforms to failure. The Crown never could create
the closed system it aspired to, least of all in the crowded waters of the
Caribbean.

Great Britain would emerge as the ultimate beneficiary of the collapse
of the Spanish Empire in the nineteenth century. During the long period
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of wars at the end of the eighteenth century, however, traders and others
from Britain's newly independent North American colonies played an active
role, taking advantage of their status as neutrals during the wars. The
essays in this volume, the fruits of a symposium of the same title at the
Forty- Fourth International Congress of Americanists in September 1982,
examine the activities of North Americans in Spanish America during this
brief period. The authors consider the North Americans' revolutionary
example, but place greater emphasis on the economic impact of this contact.
The volume contains ten brief essays and places special emphasis on the
Spanish Caribbean, particularly Cuba, the subject of four papers, and the
neighboring zones of Venezuela and Louisiana, with one essay each. The
essays cover a broad range of subjects and no effort is made to draw
conclusions beyond the remarks in a brief introduction which stress
primarily the importance of these previously neglected connections for
both Latin and Anglo-American history.

The essays are loosely grouped into four sections beginning with papers
by Jacques Barbier and Peggy Liss in a section entitled "Penetration and
example", the two main forms of North American influence in the Hispanic
colonies during this period. These essays, the most global in their approach,
provide some overall structure for the volume. Barbier stresses how
enormous wartime fiscal pressures destroyed the political accommodation
between Madrid and the Spanish periphery, thus opening the door to outside
intrusion in the Empire. In contrast to Barbier's focus on peninsular politics,
Liss asks how much did Spanish American Creoles really know about
the revolutionary turmoil and rhetoric on their Northern frontier? She
revives the notion that the American Revolution served as at least as stirring
an example to Creole thinkers as its more socially tumultuous, and therefore
potentially threatening, counterpart in France. For Liss, Creole admiration
for English, and by extension Anglo-American, ways took off with the
British seizure of Havana in 1762. Contacts with North Americans
continued to grow until the Jeffersonian trade embargo of 1808, leaving
restless Creoles with a mixture of admiration of North American political
and economic success but also a fear of North American expansionism.
Barbier explains how the door was opened; Liss shows what the open
door revealed.

A "Statistical overview" follows that includes two rather technical papers
with extensive appendixes by Javier Cuenca and Fernand Ouellet. These
papers delineate the significance of trade with the Spanish Indies for the
economies of the United States between 1790 and 1819 and the St. Lawrence
River Valley between 1760 and 1850, respectively. Cuenca's findings lead
him to the fascinating conclusion that trade with the Indies provided an
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important component of early economic dynamism for the United States,
that "net surpluses with the Indies appear to have covered at least nine-
tenths of a sizeable net deficit with the rest of the world in 1790-1811"
(p. 46). The Creoles who admired American enterprise unknowingly played
a crucial role in assuring its success.

The next four papers deal with different aspects of relations between
Anglo-America and Cuba, the Spanish colony which received the greatest
amount of Anglo-American attention and served as a gateway between
the Anglo and Hispanic worlds. James Lewis focuses on the importance
of this trade during the American revolution and on the intricacies of
the crucial flour trade. Linda Salvucci stresses the role of "cultural
flexibility" and personal connections for Anglo-American merchants seek-
ing to take advantage of chronic grain shortages in Cuba. Jacques Barbier
discusses the increased use of bills of exchange as an important sign of
the incorporation of Hispanic America into the world economy. The paper
reflects Barbier's interest in imperial matters, but fits within this section
because Havana became the center of this activity, serving as the funnel
for the transfer of funds within the empire and across the Atlantic. Finally
Allen Kuethe explains Cuba's privileged position within the empire,
exemplified by unusual trade freedom and special tax exemptions, as the
price for continued military support from Cuba's emerging sugar elite.
Collectively, these four papers demonstrate the increasing importance of
Cuba as a magnet for outside attention. This led to greater accommodation
between Cuban and Spanish interests and helps to explain Cuba's absence
from the Wars of Independence.

The final section examines the Anglo-American presence in two areas
on the fringes of the Caribbean. Manuel Lucena Salmoral describes the
importance of neutral trade with the United States between 1806 and 1812
in helping to unravel the links of empire in Venezuela. In the last paper
Jesus Lorente Miguel outlines the role of the United States in the commercial
development of Louisiana.

Many of these papers, the work of an illustrious international group
of scholars, spring out of larger ongoing projects. Their origins as oral
presentations contributes to the "in-progress" tone of the volume. As a
group, the essays represent an important contribution to the study of
economic relations in the Atlantic in the Age of Revolution.

MARCELLA M. LITLE
Department of History
Duke University
Durham, NC 27706, U.S.A.
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Individual and society in Guiana: a comparative study of Amerindian social
organisation. PETER RIVIERE. Cambridge, London, New York: Cambridge
University Press, 1984. 127 pp. (Cloth, Paper)

Within a mere two years of its publication Dr. Riviere's book has established
itself as required reading in most undergraduate courses on Amerindian
societies in the Guianas and Venezuela. It has also justified the claim
made by the blurb on the book's jacket that it "makes an original
contribution to the study of Lowland South American Indian societies
that will be invaluable for scholars".

The strength of the book lies in Dr. Riviere's thorough grasp of recent
ethnographic publications on the region's indigenous peoples - some of
them published solely in languages other than English. Using a thematic
approach, he displays a commensurate skill in synthesizing the work of
disparate anthropologists and in discerning in the threads of their diverse
arguments a coherent pattern that is seen to recur through many of the
Amerindian societies of the region. With the added value of a comprehensive
Index and Bibliography, Individual and society in Guiana has quickly become
an invaluable reference source on the area's peoples.

Material for Riviere's theses is drawn from available ethnographic studies
of twelve tribes in the region: the Aparai, Trio and Wayana of Brazil,
Suriname and French Guiana respectively, the Akawaio, Arecuna, Wa-
pishiana, Macusi, Waiwai and Barama River Caribs of Guyana and the
Ye'cuana, Piaroa and Panare of Venezuela. The material is organized in
eight concise chapters, the early ones dealing with the commonalities in
the social structure of these peoples. In a series of final chapters Riviere
explicates his theses relating to the patterns of social organization found
in the region.

In developing his arguments, Riviere discusses settlement pattern, size
and duration; village composition and the terminology and categories of
social classification; autonomy and dependency within settlements and the
role of the individual in society. Riviere draws heavily on the work of
anthropologists such as Henley, Thomas, Kaplan, Overing, Stephen and
Christine Hugh-Jones to support his views.

He stresses the similarities in the basic structures of the area's peoples.
He demonstrates the repetition of common features not only in the realms
of mythology and cosmology but also in the way these societies order
their internal arrangements. He finds patterns in such areas as prescriptive
marriage rules, the difference in the relationship between ego and his affines
versus the closeness of consanguineal links, the role of the leader and
the key position of the shaman.
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The central thesis of the book - that the societies under survey continue
to function according to autochthonous patterns as far as their social
structure and social organisation are concerned - is served by purporting
to fit the data into a structural-functionalist framework. Unfortunately
many of his patterns, "invariants" and generalisations simply do not hold
true for all the peoples treated in his study. The reality for the six tribes
located in Guyana, out of the twelve discussed, differs in regard to social
structure, social organisation, settlement size, population growth and shift,
marriage patterns, female infanticide and other areas. Dr. Riviere's findings
are no doubt applicable to the semi-isolated peoples such as the Trio,
subject of his own original fieldwork, but they raise eyebrows in Guyana
at least.

One might allow the bad fit of his postulates to pass, if the exceptions
were numerically insignificant. Riviere gives no population figures at all,
but sound current estimates for the Guyanese tribes involved amount to
at least 20,000. I suspect these outnumber the other six tribes under study.
One cannot therefore discount what happens in Guyana especially as this
country happens to exist in the middle of the geographic area being treated.

The failure of correlation between the groups can be attributed to
differences in culture contact experienced in the different territories. In
British Guiana the systematic coastlander presence quite purposefully
accelerated acculturation, and post-colonial policy has been as integrative
or at least normative. More significant throughout the period has been
hinterland resource exploitation by non-Amerindian entrepreneurs, which
brought the tribes under many influences for cultural change.

The result, for the reader familiar with real conditions among the more
acculturated tribes, is an uneasiness with the Riviere analyses which grows
with each succeeding section. The book's postulates have to be seen as
applicable only to those tribes still living in semi-isolation in the territories
bordering Guyana. To see the differences, it would have been useful for
Riviere to have given some consideration to the background history of
the region. A relevant guide exists in Butt-Colson's pioneering essay on
"Comparative studies of the social structure of Guiana Indians and the
problem of acculturation" (1971).

Of course Dr. Riviere himself points out over and over again the paucity
of ethnographic literature on Guyanese Amerindians. With the exception
of Butt's work on the Akawaio in the 1950s, there has been only a sprinkling
of anthropologists studying the Guyanese indigenous peoples and these
have concentrated on the coastal Arawak, Warrau and Carib and on the
"exotic" Waiwai.

The alleged xenophobia of the Guyanese authorities towards foreign
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anthropologists only really holds true in the post 1978 period, following
an international outcry against the flooding of the traditional homeland
of the Akawaio and Arecuna peoples to make way for a large hydro-
electric project. The real reason for the sparse anthropological coverage
of Guyanese Amerindians may be that they are not unspoiled enough
to attract these most romantic of social scientists: they are just too
acculturated. Be that as it may, the fact remains that there is very little
published research for the reader, or for Riviere himself, to compare with
Riviere's. Butt's work, referred to above, is not mentioned in this book,
but then her findings appear to contradict Riviere. Did Dr. Riviere not
suspect that the missing data might contradict him too?

At the University of Guyana, a handful of researchers are attempting,
against many handicaps, to repair some of the gaps in ethnographic data
on the Amerindians. Our own surveys of settlement size and pattern point
to much denser population concentrations than Riviere grants. In fact
most villages have long passed optimum levels. A propos this topic, Riviere
talks about the decline in settlement size having gone hand in hand with
the drop in total population (p. 26). This appears to hold for those non-
Guyanese tribes such as the Tukano Indians for whom detailed studies
exist, but in Guyana the indigenous population has dramatically increased
in the twentieth century. The pattern of fissioning and regular shifting
of village populations which is said to characterise the region held true
in the case of the Waiwai up to about the fifties. However, the latest
published material on this tribe (relocated south of the Guyana border
since 1969) demonstrates that the new pattern of population concentration,
with all its attendant ills, still applies to the main body of the Waiwai
on the Mapuera River in Brazil (CEDI 1983: 224-249). On the question
of the duration of settlements, current trends bear out Butt's contention
that villages in Guyana exist in the same location for generations. Today
garden places among all the tribes are more often than not two or three
hours' walk from home. People put up with the resultants hardships so
that their children can go to school and church and so on.

The problems inherent in trying to extrapolate the Riviere material to
Guyanese tribes arise most strongly in chapters 6 and 7 where he discusses
the role of the individual in society, and autonomy and dependency within
settlements. The widespread wage economy, and the equally common
remittance economy, obviously upset traditional power networks. Ame-
rindian men and women occupy important posts in their villages, related
to administrative and service functions of the national Government, and
there are elected local government structures everywhere, even women
touchaus (village council chairpersons) in several areas. It no longer holds
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true, therefore, to claim categorically that "throughout the region it is
the affinal relationships that are politically important because they contain
the potential for expressing hierarchy" (p. 73).

Despite a notable enthusiasm for education, young people are often
unfitted for traditional life by their exposure to the classroom. The most
recent Brazilian material on the Waiwai also reinforces the point that the
need for extended family relationships has been considerably reduced by
access to modern technology and the influence of the mission. Not enough
of these phenomena is reflected in Riviere. Perhaps the most useful aspect
of Dr. Riviere's book is that it points the way to how much work needs
to be done in Guyana. Because of his eminence, and because of the scarcity
of work on the area, his is the touchstone which will no doubt spur others
to check their findings against his. That surely is justification enough for
any scholarly work.
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The Jombee dance of Montserrat: a study of trance ritual in the West Indies.
JAY D. DOBBIN. Columbus: Ohio State University Press, 1986. 202 pp.
(Cloth US$ 22.00)

The author of this study states as his major goal that of preserving in
writing a dying religious tradition. He also attempts to explore functions
of the religion in Montserratian social structure and to compare the Jombee
dance with similar rituals on other Caribbean islands. The book's theoretical
focus is derived from the late Victor W. Turner's writings on liminality,
George Eaton Simpson's typology of black religions, and Erika Bour-
guignon's studies of trance and possession states.

Dobbin notes that his research was handicapped from the outset because
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he did not have access to the archives of Montserrat and because it is
difficult to study a religious tradition when it is on the decline. He also
faced what he calls "personality handicaps" which are discussed in
Appendix A. Most of the information in Appendix A should have been
incorporated into the main text. One factor which is not discussed
extensively in the body of the text or the appendix is that Dobbin is a
Roman Catholic priest. He discounts the ramifications of this for his
research contending that his priesthood had only a positive effect on his
ability to gather data. I believe he is correct in his assertion. Montserratians
would have had greater trouble understanding why an avowedly non-
religious person should have an interest in the Jombee dance than why
a religious person (such as a Catholic priest) would have such an interest.
Nevertheless, he should have provided greater detail on his interactions
with informants.

To the casual observer, Dobbin points out, Montserrat appears so
westernized and Christianized that nothing seems to remain of its African
past or its African-derived folk religion. For example, the 1960 census
listed only 81 of 12,167 as not having a Christian religious affiliation.
But for Dobbin, as for many students of Caribbean folk religion, the real
problem is that of the relationship between folk traditions and Christianity.
He notes three possible relationships: 1) they could blend together in
syncretism. 2) they could mutually but independently coexist in parallelism,
or 3) one could superficially overlay the most persuasive and deeper tradition
in stratification. While the author found evidence for all three types of
relationships on Montserrat, he does not allow for a fourth possibility
—that of juxtaposition. Despite his lack of attention to juxtaposition, he
provides ample evidence for juxtaposition in his descriptions of the dance.

Chapter two gives a detailed discussion of one of the over a dozen
Jombee dances the author attended between 1975 and 1981. Dances, he
points out, are not independent. Each has an elaborate history linking
it to previous dances. In this and other chapters, the author seeks to separate
description and analysis, and whenever possible, gives his immediate
reactions to the proceedings. This mode of presentation sometimes "brings
the ritual to life" for the reader. Other times, however, it contuses the
reader.

The dance, Dobbin argues, is not a mystery religion. There is no need
to decipher and decode. On the other hand, not all meaning is explicit
and he finds Victor W. Turner's processual approch most fruitful because
it does not attempt to give a universally valid set of meanings for symbols
(a goal he erroneously attributes to the structural anthropology of Claude
Levi-Strauss), and he also likes Turner's approach because Turner places
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greater emphasis on native interpretations. While Dobbin gives a competent
exposition of Turner's writings prior to 1978, he does not take Turner's
post-1978 writings on ritual performance into account. This is unfortunate
because Turner's later writings would be highly applicable.

Dobbin's reading of Turner forces him to ask how the ordinary is
transformed into the extraordinary: "How do Montserratian participants
take the ordinary items of food and drink, music and dance and, on certain
occasions, transform them into a religious ritual, but on other occasions,
leave these items as ordinary?" (p. 98). The answer, he suggests, is found
in the nature of symbols and in the use of liminality in the dance. The
Jombee dance, he suggests, is divided into four phases: 1) a break in social
relations, 2) a mounting crisis or escalation, 3) a redressive action, and
4) an attempt at reintegration. While Turner presented these as a chron-
ological sequence, Dobbin correctly sees them as non-sequential elements
within the social drama of the dance.

Chapter five contains a discussion of the Jombee dance as an African-
derived religion. The author points out the ambiguity of the Montserratian
case as well as the difficulties in applying George Eaton Simpson's
categories. In general, the Jombee dance compares to what Simpson would
call a neo-African or ancestor cult, but does this point to an African legacy?
A previous researcher, John Messenger, had recorded beliefs and rituals
of Irish origin on Montserrat that bear striking resemblances to Jombee
belief and ritual. This underscores the problem in unequivocally attributing
individual traits to a European or African source.

Dobbin also deals with the Jombee dance in relation to other African-
derived religions such as Cuminia and Convince on Jamaica, Big Drum
on Carriacou, and the Kelle cult on St. Lucia. In doing so, he is forced
to rely on published accounts of these religions. This section would have
been strengthened by the author's personal attendance at other types of
ceremonies on other islands. Comparisons from the literature are always
inexact because researchers are dealing with very different time periods;
for example, Big Drum in the early 1950s and the Jombee dance in the
late 1970s. Also, data are fragmentary. Neither Cuminia nor Kelle have
been the subject of full-scale investigations. Moreover, Dobbin does not
give adequate attention to variation within and between religious traditions
in the Caribbean region and even within the Jombee dance on Montserrat.

The final chapter deals with what the author calls the "death" of the
Jombee dance. While acknowledging the dance as an important reservoir
of Montserratian culture, it is contended that the dance will die because
the forces that created it are gone. He argues that the dance has become
a "relic", and claims that modernization (urbanization, mass media, the
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shift from agriculture, technology, better transportation, and so on) makes
the dance redundant. For example, the entertainment function of the dance
is now filled by a variety of agencies, and its medical and therapeutic
functions are superseded by the work of a new hospital. What is unclear
is why the Jombee dance has become a relic on Montserrat while similar
rituals continue to be viable in equally "modern" nation-states such as
Trinidad, St. Vincent and Grenada. In some respects, Dobbin's explanation
is as vague as that offered by one of his informants: "Lectricity come,
dee Jombees die out" (p. 158). I believe that the author greatly under-
estimates the dance's potential for cultural revitalization. In light of recent
research, one might expect a transformation of the Jombee dance, but
hardly its demise.

Despite the above criticisms, this is a highly worthwhile study. Dobbin
is to be commended for his vivid portrayal of the dance and for his
painstaking attention to ethnographic detail. A welcome addition to the
growing literature on Caribbean religions.

STEPHEN D. GLAZIER

Department of Anthropology
Westmont College
Santa Barbara, CA 93108, U.S.A.

Marchiri the Pilgrims home: leadership and decision-making in an Afro-
Caribbean faith. STEPHEN D. GLAZIER. Connecticut and London: Green-
wood Press, 1983. xv + 165 pp. (Cloth US$ 29.95)

In Marchin' the Pilgrims home, Stephen D. Glazier presents a detailed
ethnography of the Spiritual Baptists (alternately called Shouters, Shakers,
or Shango Baptists) of Trinidad. His study begins with the setting of the
Spiritual Baptists in Trinidadian history and society and then moves into
a well-organized cataloguing of their beliefs, rituals, and institutional
structure. Taking his hypothetical cues from Fredrik Barth (1959) and
Robert L. Bee (1974), he focuses specifically on the role of the leader
- commonly called the "paramount leader" by the Spiritual Baptists -
in ritual adaptation and change, in the promotion of candidates for church
office, and in economic management. His major theme is that the Spiritual
Baptists are what they are today mainly because of the disciplined control
and conscious decision-making of the leaders. This emphasis gives his study
its uniqueness over against earlier ones.

Glazier conducted his research in the community of Curepe, where there
were six Spiritual Baptist churches "at last count." Curepe is eight miles
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northeast of Port-of-Spain, and not far from San Juan, Tunapuna, and
St. Augustine. He was resident for his fieldwork in the community during
the summers of 1976 and 1978. In the summers of 1977 and 1979 he was
resident on the St. Augustine campus of the University of the West Indies.
He returned briefly to Trinidad in 1982, staying in Port-of-Spain. (Glazier
is a North American and, at the date of publication, was Visiting Assistant
Professor at Trinity College in Hartford, Connecticut.) Besides his par-
ticipant observation of baptisms, mourning ceremonies, pilgrimages, and
other rituals, he compiled data on over 240 church members. His do-
cumentary evidence included audio recordings of fourteen worship services,
photographs of ceremonies and sites, financial records, papers concerning
the Spiritual Baptists in the library of the University of the West Indies,
and information from the personal diaries of two Baptist leaders.

The most valuable new information in Glazier's study is in his descriptions
and narratives of how leadership is acquired, maintained, and wielded.
He describes twenty-two ranks or offices in a Spiritual Baptist congregation,
with titles such as Shepherd, Watchman, and Judge. He discerns ten
hierarchical levels within the twenty-two ranks; several ranks may occupy
the same level horizontally. One's rank is determined in the "mourning"
ceremony, during which the dreams and visions of the mourner are
interpreted by the leader. Glazier contends that previous researchers have
overstated the importance of the visions in themselves, underestimating
the discretion of the leader in his interpretive role. Indeed, the criteria
of the leader in deciding rank are often quite extraneous to the content
of the mourner's vision, and the accounts of visions are frequently edited
by the leader to suit his decision. One important criterion, it seems, is
the avoidance of promoting members who might prove to be overly assertive
in campaigning for higher rank or for the paramount leadership itself.

A similar "demythologizing" of spiritual aspects runs through Glazier's
discussion of the other functions of the leader. Power, prestige in the
community, wealth, property ownership - these are more important as
determinants of paramountcy than charisma or the quality of the spiritual
experiences one has had in rising through the ranks.

While Glazier's book is impressive as a positivistic description of "the
stuff of daily life", as he puts it, of Spiritual Baptist practice and
organization, it is problematic as an interpretation of that "stuff". He
is at pains throughout to disassociate his data on the Spiritual Baptist
experience from the hypotheses of Herskovits, Simpson, and Bastide. On
only one Spiritual Baptist phenomenon does he seek corroboration from
among those seminal scholars, when he adopts Bastide's principle of
juxtaposition from The African religions of Brazil (1978) to explain how
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Christian, African, Islamic, and Hindu elements can be present in Spiritual
Baptist ritual without resulting in syncretism. Otherwise, he jettisons the
ideas of African retentions, continuities, and reinterpretations with regard
to the Spiritual Baptist faith and distances that faith from other more
overtly African practices in Trinidad, such as Shango. He also tends to
take at face value certain comments of Spiritual Baptists themselves that
downplay African elements, without acknowledging that psycho-social
interpretations of those statements might be warranted.

Glazier is certainly correct in implying that contemporary studies of
Afro-American religions cannot be undertaken with unrevised earlier
theories. Yet his neglect of some recent theoretical studies impoverishes
his interpretation of his material. Most notably missing from his references
and bibliography is the important Mintz and Price paper entitled An
anthropological approach to the Afro-American past (Philadelphia, 1976),
a document which contains the criticsm, refinement, and enrichment of
Herskovits' hypotheses which would have served Glazier's study better
than his abandonment of them. A key idea in An anthropological approach
is that of "cognitive orientations," basic assumptions about social relations
and the way the world works phenomenologically that can be distinctly
African, assumptions which may be more important than overt and explicit
cultural continuities. Within the religious matrix, they are more resistant
to acculturation than more observable cultural retentions. With the
theoretical vision provided by Mintz and Price, much of what remains
matter-of-factly presented data on ritual, symbol, social relations, and
wordly attitudes in Glazier's book can be seen as pointing to a more African
aspect of the Spiritual Baptists than he is willing to admit.

There are other assertions in Glazier's book which are not supported
with sufficient data or analysis. He tends too easily to generalize about
Spiritual Baptists as a whole in Trinidad on the basis of his findings in
a particular district. Moreover, his claim that the Spiritual Baptists are
a comfortably accepted and respectable institution in what he sees as the
advanced, industrialized society of modern Trinidad may or may not be
accurate, but there is not enough analysis of modern Trinidadian history
and society for his claim to be accepted as more than a matter of opinion.

In summary, Glazier's book is strong as a description of the details
of Spiritual Baptist ritual, organization, and leadership but unsatisfying
in its interpretation of those details.
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Cultural adaptation and resistance on St. John: three centuries of Afro-
Caribbean life. KAREN FOG OLWIG. Gainesville: University of Florida Press,
1985. xii + 226 pp. (Paper US$ 15.00)

Olwig's well conceptualized and clearly written study of social life on St.
John is convincing evidence that there is still room for more good
anthropological research and analysis in the Caribbean. She is to be
congratulated for a job well done. Combining ethnohistory, history and
participant observation, she brings together data and analysis spanning
three centuries, beginning with the establishment of slave plantations on
the island and ending in the present. In spite of major transformations
in the economic foundation of St. Johnian life, starting with plantations
and slavery in the eighteenth century, passing through a peasant period
when the estates collapsed in the nineteenth century, and ending after
the island became a part of the expanding American tourist industry after
World War II, and the transfer of the island from Denmark to the United
States, she demostrates conclusively that the exchanges of goods and services
made possible the adaptation and survival of the St. Johnian population.
Furthermore, she argues convincingly, these exchanges constitute the
continuing basis of the island's social structure.

These conclusions should come as no surprise to anthropologists,
especially those familiar with the literature in economic anthropology where
exchange has long been seen as basic both to the adaptation and survival
of human populations and to the maintenance of social relationships. But
somehow in the long history of research and debate over West Indian
social structure it appears they have been overlooked. The exchanges of
goods and services have not been examined as they relate to domestic
life, family organization and other aspects of social structure. We are
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indebted, therefore, to Olwig for making this point for us and for directing
our attention to this long neglected matter.

But the past neglect may be more instructive than Olwig's effort to
point it out to us. Her study was done on St. John, the most marginal
island in one of the more marginal island groups in the region. That
exchanges were developed by the slaves and their descendants there, and
became the basis of their adaptation and survival, is of interest; but events
and circumstances on St. John, as the book makes clear, differed sig-
nificantly from those on Jamaica and Barbados, not to speak of Haiti,
Cuba and Puerto Rico. It may well be that> the unique and atypical
circumstances of St. John made possible there what was not possible as
a general pattern on the other more successful, from the perspective of
the dominant Europeans, prosperous and populous islands. That is, the
so called problem of West Indian social structure, to put it another way,
may be that the slaves and their descendants on the more typical plantation-
dominated, sugar-producing islands and mainland territories were unable
to develop patterned social relationships of any intensity precisely because
they were unable, due to the constraints imposed on them, to make the
exchanges that in most human societies reinforce and maintain culturally
determined patterns of social relations. It is not that her predecessors
neglected to look at exchanges; rather it is that they did not find them
developed as Olwig found them in the deviant case of St. John. From
her study, therefore, we learn much about St. John, but little about the
major forms of the West Indian social system most of the authors she
cites are trying to understand; her effort to project the results of her research
into the debate on West Indian social structure consequently will, I am
afraid, add not clarity but confusion.

In addition, although its major conclusion is that exchange is the basis
of St. Johnian adaptation and social life, Olwig does not provide sufficient
descriptive and analytic detail to make possible comparison between the
exchange system on St. John and other well described exchange systems
in Latin America, Southeast Asia, and elsewhere in the world.

Olwig has done a good job of applying a useful approach to the study
of a part of the Caribbean. She has combined an adaptive ecological
perspective with the use of history and ethnohistory to show us the
development of an island social system. The problem is that she has selected
a deviant case. What we need now is for someone to take the perspective
she has presented and apply it to the mainstream of West Indian life.
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Then and only then will our understanding of West Indian society be
advanced and will we be able to see deviant cases like St. John in perspective.

SIDNEY M. GREENFIELD

Department of Anthropology
The University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
Milwaukee, WI 53201, U.S.A.

Five fingers for survival. WILLIAM WASHABAUGH. Ann Arbor: Karoma
Publishers, Inc., 1986. xiv + 198 pp. (Paper US$ 16.95)

This book is about the sign language used by the deaf of Providence Island.
The author shows that this sign language is undeveloped as a linguistic
system. He argues that it is the special social circumstances of the deaf
in Providence Island society that prevent the development of a fully
systematic sign language. The book makes an important contribution to
the current debate about whether systematic features supposedly shared
by all languages are the product of an innate, autonomous "language
faculty" (as maintained by such linguists as Chomsky) or whether they
are the outcome of communicative functions and are derived from social
interaction (as maintained by linguists such as Givon, Foley and others)

Providence Island lies off the coast of Nicaragua. At one time under
British influence, it is now governed by Columbia. It was the locus of
studies of English Creole by the author who noticed, during his fieldwork,
the high number of deaf persons in the population. Unlike the deaf in
a country such as the United States, the deaf of Providence Island do
not have separate educational facilities and they do not form a separate
Deaf community. They live with their families, much as everyone else.
Washabaugh shows that deafness on Providence Island is genetically
controlled and has been present for at least three generations. He proposes
that in Providence Island we have the opportunity to observe a sign language
that has been created without any outside linguistic model and without
any pressures from educators or others to make the deaf conform to any
particular mode of communication. If the sign language in use has a
systematic structure like other languages, this would provide support for
the argument that linguistic structures develop independently of social
circumstances.

Wahsabaugh's analysis of Providence Island Sign Language shows that
it has no linguistic structure. He shows that signers differ considerably
in the signs they give for various meanings, not only among themselves,
but from one occasion to the next. Furthermore, so far as Washabaugh
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was able to determine, the sign language has no syntax. There are no
sign order conventions or other devices within the language itself by which
grammatical relationships between signs within an utterance are indicated.
When it is used out of context, there is much ambiguity of meaning. Thus
when signers were asked to tell others the story of a puppet drama they
had witnessed, their recipients did not interpret this retelling with any
consistency. In addition, Washabaugh found no evidence that signers ever
offered to correct one another's signing. Evidently there is no "proper
way" to construct signed utterances: any gestural construction will serve,
if it gets desired results. To Washabaugh, this suggests that Providence
Island Sign Language is undeveloped as a language. It functions well as
a communication system because of its highly contextualized nature but
it does not have the features we would expect of it if it were to be considered
a full-fledged language. In this it is markedly different from such a sign
language as American Sign Language, which is used by the deaf throughout
the United States and Canada. This has been shown to have all the marks
of a well developed language, notwithstanding the many special features
it has because it is gestural and not spoken.

The unsystematic character of Providence Island Sign Language is taken
by Washabaugh as support for the view that a communicative system
with well developed linguistic features is not an inevitable development
among humans, as many maintain. He argues that his data support the
view that the features that a communicative system develops are just those
that it needs to have, given the communicative functions for which it is
adapted. Language, therefore, is the product of social relationships, its
systematic features the result of its uses in interaction. In this view, the
structure of grammar does not reveal the structure of the human mind,
as Chomsky would have it. Rather, it is an emergent consequence of the
repeated patterning of communicative action in interaction. In a long
chapter Washabaugh explores the nature of the social relationships of the
Providence Island deaf. He shows how they are taken care of by the hearing,
their every need anticipated, much as adults take care of young children.
Providence Island deaf have a dependency relationship with the hearing.
They are not excluded or regarded as sub-normal but they are treated
as persons who need special attention. Furthermore, the deaf make little
effort on their own behalf to form a community separate from the hearing.
They are oriented wholly towards full membership in the general society
of the island. They cannot achieve full membership in this society, however,
for the hearing, though they communicate with the deaf in sign, do so
only for immediate practical purposes. They do not bring the deaf in as
full participants in their own conversations and there is thus no possibility
of the deaf truly sharing in the world of the hearing.
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Washabaugh argues that it is this highly asymmetric nature of the social
relationships between deaf and hearing that impedes the development of
a fully-fledged sign language. The deaf of Providence Island are not expected
to be able to communicate for themselves and are almost never in
circumstances where there are only other deaf to rely upon. They thus
have no incentive to develop a communication system of their own. In
consequence no system of communication emerges that can function
autonomously in all circumstances, independently of specific individuals
with intimate knowledge of the immediate context. The system of com-
munication that has developed, thus, has no grammar because it does
not need to have one.

The book is clearly written and is accessible to the non-specialist.
Washabaugh is successful in conveying a vivid picture of the daily life
of the deaf. There are many detailed descriptions of their interactions and
a number of conversations are presented in full with accompanying analyses.
The book is well illustrated with photographs and drawings, it has a
complete set of references and an index. There are many minor misprints
throughout.

ADAM KENDON

Research Center for Language and Semiotic Studies
Indiana University
Bloomington, IN 47401, U.S.A.

Alors ma chere moi.. .Propos d'un musicien guadeloupeen recueillis et
traduits par Marie-Celine Lafontaine. CARNOT (F. MOLEON). Paris: Edi-
tions Caribeennes, 1986. 159 pp. (Paper)

Reading Alors ma chere, moi..., is like following a conversation between
two friends: one obviously eager to learn, shooting questions to the other
who, although pleased to answer, intends to do so at his own pace and
in his own way. Through Carnot's memories and M.C. Lafontaine's
relevant, if sometimes lengthy notes, the reader goes back to a period
of big plantations and cabins, a colonial atmosphere curiously maintained
more than fifty years after the 1848 Abolition of slavery.

Throughout his numerous jobs, as a farm worker, in the sugarcane fields,
as a capricious fisherman, music dominated Carnot's life. Even his
relationship with his mother and with other women are centered around
his early passion for the drum. He recalls with a catching laughing tone
the whipping that he got from his mother for having spent the night in
a cafe (p. 32), and his subsequent running away in the woods for two
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or three nights. A woman who did not even know how to play the drums
herself introduced him to the world of music, showing with the tips of
her fingers how to play the different rythms: graj, lewoz, etc. (p. 51).

Carnot's extensive knowledge of Guadeloupean music is well reinforced
throughout the book with M.C. Lafontaine's clear and precise specifi-
cations. The readers enter a lively atmosphere of "fete de commune" or
county fair with their decorated stands and big tents under which the
music of the "lewoz" leads the dance (p. 48-p. 152). Indeed, Carnot delves
into the cultural applications of the differents rythms such as the "veillee
funebre" or funeral vigil where specific musical requests can be made (53),
or the "venere" (49), and of course the "lewoz" of which Carnot speaks
with an amorous knowledge (61). He makes the difference between the
"lewoz en couillonnade" in its diluted version, as it is practiced today,
and the real "lewoz" which has to follow specific rules and in which other
rythms cannot be included.

Additionally, Lafontaine's notes provide some valuable information on
the various drums: the material used for their making, how they can be
used (horizontally for the drum "boula", for example) and even the different
variations of a specific type of drum like the "gwoka" (p. 153 n. 129;
p. 157 n. 150). Likewise, she goes into the requirements for performing
the quadrille (p. 148 n. 55), and the occasions in which it is played.

Anyone more or less familiar with the conditions of the artists in the
developing countries will not be surprised by Carnot's precarious financial
state. In Haiti, exceptionally talented artists, such as the drummer Ti Roro,
the singer Lumane Casimir, have died in a state of financial distress.
Likewise, instead of getting any reward for his talent, Carnot was taken
advantage of, and earned a meager sum of "80,000 francs" for his musical
tour in France and nothing at all for his tour in Puerto Rico and elsewhere
(p. 79). One of Carnot's greatest regrets is not to own his "case" or house,
although he sees his life as basically fulfilling and happy. To Lafontaine's
question "Do you have any complaints about your life?", he answered
"No, no . . . I have not committed any crime" (p. 83; my translation).

One cannot speak of Alors ma chere, moi... without mentioning the
language of the book. Having read both the French and Creole versions,
I can appreciate Lafontaine's French translation which conveys to the
non-Creole reader the charm and wit of Carnot's language. The excla-
mations, the pauses of silence, the numerous digressions by which the
tale comes back eventually and charmingly to the starting point, all are
recaptured and such is the evocating power of the dialogues that one can
almost imagine actually listening to the words and the drums.

EVELYNE T. MENARD

3230 N.W. 151 Terrace
Miami, Florida 33054, U.S.A.
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Caribbean style. SUZANNE SLESIN, STAFFORD CLIFF, JACK BERTHELOT,
MARTINE GAUME, & DANIEL ROZENSZTROCH. Photographs by GILLES DE
CHABANEIX. New York: Clarkson N. Potter, 1985. 290 pp. (Cloth US$
35.00)

Caribbean style is, above all, a very pretty book. From its colorful dust
jacket photo, on to its shocking pink and jade checkerboard end papers,
to its stylized cut-out graphics, and to the over six hundred pristine color
photos that constitute its raison d'etre, it presents a feast for the eyes
that rivals the glossiest of illustrated cookbooks. The Foreword, written
by Jan Morris, transforms into prose the aesthetic preciousness of the
book's photographic vision, for example describing the Caribbean climate
as "an abstraction of immense sensual power" and the region's storms
as "exactly like the sudden volatile passions of a hot human temper,
[followed by] the warm calm [that makes] the wet foliage steam, almost
purr with luxurious relief (unpaginated, emphasis hers). The introduction
by the late Guadeloupean architect Jack Berthelot and his associate Martine
Gaume, though somewhat less unbridled in its romanticism, strikes a similar

tone, speaking for example of "the sensuality of exotic veined woods, richly
scented and warm in tone [as] part of the seductiveness of a decor that
hides and reveals at the same time." Because, the essay continues, the
people of each island live "in exile from all the other islands... this book
is certain to be a surprise for West Indians themselves" (p. 3).

Leaving aside the question of whether Caribbean peoples are really so
isolated from one another, it is hard to disagree with the assertion that
many Caribbean folk would be surprised at what they would find in this
volume, for the selectivity of its images reduces to a picturesque aside
the kinds of scenes that most inhabitants of the region live in on a daily
basis. What dominates the stage instead are the homes of the privileged
— magisterial, lavishly landscaped, exquisitely furnished, and impeccably
dusted. The Martiniquans to whom I've shown this book have been as
impressed by its images of Martinique as those of other islands; their
"surprise" is based on the distance produced by wealth and class, not
by geographical insularity. A few captions may convey something of the
book's perspective:

[Under the photo of mouth-watering tropical fruits that opens the first
chapter:] "The Caribbean offers a series of memorable, colorful, and ever-
changing scenes in which the striking images of the idealized landscape
are juxtaposed with the vibrancy of everyday life."

[In a page spread on Weatherhills Estate in Antigua, under a smiling
black woman in a white cap:] "The housekeeper stands in a doorway
near the kitchen."
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[Accompanying a full-page portrait of a parrot next to a delicate pink
blossom:] "One of the three red parrots that belong to the house perches
on a chair."

[In a section devoted to a house in Jacmel, Haiti:] "One of the maids
poses near a group of family portraits."

[For a photo of Jack Berthelot's own house in Guadeloupe:] "The dining
room, furnished with classical modern chairs by Mies van der Rohe, is
open to the verandah."

And so on.
In this context, it was a welcome relief (in a chapter somewhat maladroitly

entitled "The Popular House") to come upon brief sections illustrating
the "handcrafted house" and the "school house" — with photos that
included the plastic flowers, oilcloth table coverings, multicolored doorway
streamers, and collages of old photos, calendars, and newspapers that in
my experience hover more toward the center of an identifiable "Caribbean
style."

Had this book been given a more apt title, such as "Better Homes and
Gardens of the Caribbean," one would perhaps be less justified in faulting
the narrowness of its vision. But Berthelot and Gaume's earlier study,
Kaz Antiye: jan moun ka rete / Caribbean popular dwelling / L'Habitat
populaire aux Antilles (1982), with its modern map, its correct spelling
of Marie Galante, its careful analysis of architectural forms, and its attention
to historical background, forms an ultimately unflattering basis of compar-
ison.1 And one possible reaction to this glossier sequel is an uncomfortable
suspicion that the authors of a legitimate, well researched foray into the
life of a region have succumbed to the temptations of the market place,
lending their names and personal expertise to an undertaking that leaves
Caribbean folk standing out of the camera's range, off back in the servants'
quarters.

NOTE

1. For a thoughtful discussion of Kaz Antiye, see Jay Edwards' 1983 review in this journal
(57: 173-200).

SALLY PRICE
Laboratoire d'Anthropologie Sociale
52, rue du Cardinal Lemoine
75005 Paris, France
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In het land van de overheerser. Deel W.Antillianen en Surinamers in Nederland,
1634/1667-1954. GERT OOSTINDIE and EMY MADURO. Dordrecht (Hol-
land) and Providence RI (U.S.A.): Foris Publications, 1986. xi + 255 pp.
(Cloth Dfl. 34,50)

The close historical ties between the Netherlands and her former colonies
in Suriname and the Antilles had been little noted even in the Netherlands
until the recent mass migration of populations from those areas to the
Netherlands. Always of secondary importance compared to the East Indian
possessions, the West Indian, with their combined population in the late
eighteenth century of around 75,000, mainly slaves, tended to be forgotten
after the decline of the plantation economy at that time. Likewise, in the
general knowledge about Suriname and the Antilles, there has been a
tendency to think of them as adjacent and alike, while in fact they are
separated by a thousand miles and by correspondingly vast differences
in historical experience. This handsome volume by Gert Oostindie and
Emy Maduro, richly illustrated and replete with document facsimiles, is
a compelling reminder of the intimate relationship that has existed between
the Netherlands and these regions and at the same time provides perceptive
insight into the distinctions between them.

This is the second of a two-volume work, In het land van de overheersers
(In the land ofthe rulers), celebrated as the one-hundredth book published
by the Royal Institute of Anthropology and Linguistics in Leiden. The
two volumes chronicle emigration from her main colonies to the Nether-
lands, the reception there of the newcomers, and their response. The first,
by Harry A. Poeze, outlines the history of Indonesians in the Netherlands
1600-1950. In the first part ofthe present volume Oostindie does the same
for Surinamers in "Kondreman in Bakrakondre", followed by Maduro
tracing the Antilleans in "Nos a Bai Ulanda". Their deliberate use of
the Sranan and Papiamento titles is reflective of a special effort to respect
the perspectives of the respective peoples involved in this story. The two
segments are written to be read independently, although they treat some
of the same themes and draw upon some of the same primary and secondary
literature and archival resources. The chronological scope of the study
extends from the establishment of Dutch rule in the respective colonies
up to the Charter of the Kingdom of 1954, when Suriname and the
Netherlands Antilles achieved full internal autonomy. While it is difficult
to resist wishing they had continued their study up to the present, to include
the immigration of some 300,000 Surinamers and Antilleans to the
Netherlands during the last two decades, the authors are correct in pointing
out that a spate of other recent authors have addressed this period, including
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Budike (1982), Bovenkerk (1975), and Van Amersfoort (1974). Moreover,
many more studies are in progress in response to pressing societal issues
raised by the new makeup of the population, which also features recent
infusion from other parts of the world. The major contribution of the
present volume is its presentation of an historical background for students
of the current developments. Joined to other, more general recent historical
studies, this work will also allow some comparison of the Dutch experience
at home with colored populations, with that of other European states.
See, for example, Saunders (1982), Cohen (1980), Debrunner (1979), and
Walvin (1973).

I liken this book primarily to studies of blacks in European societies
because it shows that although the Dutch colonial populations became
quite diverse, it was primarily those of mixed European and African descent
who traveled to the Netherlands during the period in question. More came
from Suriname, which had the largest slave population, than from the
Antilles because in many ways the islands were more oriented toward
the Caribbean, South America, and North America than toward the
Netherlands. Oostindie estimates that the Surinamers numbered about 3,000
by the mid-twentieth century. Meanwhile, descendants of the contract labor
population recruited for Suriname from the Dutch and British East Indies
in the nineteenth century did not begin coming to the Netherlands until
after 1954. The fate of the European Surinamer population which moved
back to the Netherlands is one topic raised which merits further devel-
opment. There is some discussion of the Jewish element, which in Suriname,
for example, comprised more than half the European population in the
eighteenth century. Oostindie, citing Van Lier (1977), points out that it
was only in the twentieth century, after the reception for Jews improved
in Europe, that the Jewish elite from the colony preferred to live in the
Netherlands. This contrasted with the colored elite, which had much earlier
found better treatment in Europe than in Suriname. The Jewish and colored
elites had been elevated in status since the white European elite largely
abondoned Suriname following the economic collapse in the eighteenth
century. On the other hand, Maduro notes that it was only in the twentieth
century that the non-white elite of Curacao was attracted to the Netherlands,
due to the variant characteristics of the Antillean economic and social
structure.

The authors devote most of their attention to elites, both because they
afford the most documentation and because the major motivations for
the travel from both colonies during the eighteenth and nineteenth century
were education and business. For the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries
the discussion centers on the several hundred slaves and servants who
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accompanied their masters to the Netherlands. In this connection, both
authors provide instructive documentation on the evolution of the legal
status of slaves and slavery in the Netherlands. They also discuss at length
the image of blacks in Dutch art and literature. Oostindie's approach is
mainly thematic, with other sections treating the role of education,
expositions, and missionary work in bringing Surinamers to the Nether-
lands. He then concludes with a discussion of the organization in the
twentieth century of social and political societies and the development
of nationalism. In scanning the centuries he uses the careers of selected
prominent figures such as J.E. Capitein, Anton de Kom, Otto Huiswood,
and Lou Lichtveld to illustrate significant trends. Maduro's study is
somewhat briefer and more chronological in structure and focuses mainly
on Curacao because immigration to the Netherlands from the other islands
was insignificant until well into the twentieth century. Also, her essay is
based more on interviews than Oostindie's, due to scarcity of sources.
Paralleling Oostindie's discussion of student emigration and the develop-
ment of organizations and national consciousness, she notes a later
development in every category among Antilleans as well as a smaller scale.
Maduro too highlights individuals who represent certain aspects of the
experience, for example, the writer-politicians Cola Debrot and Boelie van
Leeuwen.

Both authors found the treatment of the immigrants in the Netherlands
to be dependent primarily upon their economic and social status. While
there were individual cases of racial prejudice, this never became a
generalized phenomenon during the period in question. Moreover, religion
was more likely to be a bar to acceptance than color. For their part,
Surinamers and Antilleans, to varying degrees, showed a strong attraction
toward the Netherlands and became loyal subjects there when able to settle.
With regard to the development of nationalism, it is noteworthy that there
was very little contact between Surinamers and Antilleans in the Nether-
lands. Furthermore, Maduro observes that among the smaller Antillean
islands there tended to be more sentiment against Curacao than against
the Netherlands. An important hindrance to formation of a national identity
among the Antilleans was the absence of a generally accepted common
language. As for Suriname, despite the wider acceptance of Sranan, its
diverse cultural groups showed a similar lack of collective identity in the
Netherlands as well as at home. This study makes a valuable contribution
toward a better understanding of the historical patterns shaping the current
situation, uncovers a host of important topics needing further research,
and identifies rich sources that may be explored for that purpose.
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Overzee: Nederlandse koloniale geschiedenis, 1590-1975. E. VAN DE
BOOGAART, P.J. DROOGLEVER, et al. Haarlem: Fibula-van Dishoeck, 1982.
291 pp. (Paper)

The history of Dutch expansion overseas has once more come to the fore
in the Netherlands. Most scholars have concentrated their studies on specific
aspects of Dutch involvement in Asia, Africa, the Americas or the slave
trade. As a matter of fact, the only general history of Dutch colonialism
by a single author is H.T. Colenbrander's Koloniale geschiedenis, which
appeared in the 1920s. Only in 1985 M. Kuitenbrouwer published Nederland
en de opkomst van het moderne imperialisme, which treats Dutch colonial
policy from 1870 to 1902. A modern study which discusses Dutch overseas
expansion from the sixteenth through the twentieth century is, however,
sadly lacking.

The volume of essays reviewed here is not intended to fill this gap (p.
7). All papers have been published previously in the Algemene geschiedenis
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der Nederlanden (AGN). The eight authors were free to choose their own
topics and pose questions they themselves thought relevant. As a result
the collection lacks theoretical structure. The essays are very uneven, not
only in quantity - the longest one counts 47 pages, the shortest 6 pages
- but in quality as well. Another acknowledged problem is that the essays
were pulled from the AGN and thus highlight the actions of the Dutch,
while reactions of native populations or competing Europeans receive less
attention. Moreover, the periodization is determined by political and
administrative changes in the Netherlands.

The collection in fact is divided in two parts: Dutch colonialism before
and after 1800, when profound changes took place in the Dutch empire.
The pre-1800 period is discussed in five articles which treat Dutch exploits
in Asia, South Africa, the Atlantic, and the connection between West-
Africa and the Americas based on gold, slaves and the plantation system.

The two contributions by F.S. Gaastra on the Verenigde Oostindische
Compagnie (VOC) in Asia illustrate the problem of periodization described
above. Both articles discuss the same topics, but Dutch political history
dictated that 1680 would be a demarcation line. The first essay begins
with the successful expedition to the Cape of Good Hope in 1595. The
second paper closes in 1795 (French occupation of the Netherlands),
although the author would have preferred to finish (his treatise in 1811
when the English brought the VOC-era to a definitive close. The three
subjects treated in these articles are the financial and administrative
structure of the VOC; the VOC in Asia which discusses trade wars and
organization; and finally developments in both the trade between the Dutch
Republic and Asia and inter-Asian commerce.

Before 1800, Dutch colonial exploitation was based on trading posts
or plantations, except for South Africa where white farmers settled. Robert
Ross discusses the VOC in South Africa and stresses that the company
did not intend its presence there to be profitable, but rather used the
Cape territory as an intermediate port between Europe and the East.

E. van den Boogaart describes Dutch expansion in the Atlantic between
1590-1674, which sounded the deathbell for the Iberian monopoly on
African trade and brought the first Western European intruders to the
coasts of the Americas. The instrument of Dutch trade and conquest was
the Westindische Compagnie (WIC). Traditional historiography explains
the "failure of the WIC" to short-sightedness of the Heren XIX or the
squabbles between the provinces of Zeeland and Holland. Van den Boogaart
thinks that despite the existing mercantile enthusiasm the difference between
imperial dreams and reality was enormous and that Dutch settlement in
Brazil and North America was, in fact, not feasible in the long term. In
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1674, the second WIC was founded and since that time the company steadily
lost influence, mainly to private companies. P.C. Emmer describes this
period of WIC decline, the vicissitudes of plantations on the Wild Coast
and the concomitant development of the Dutch slave trade.

The second part of this volume deals with the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries. The East Indies and West Indies are discussed separately in
four articles; the Great War is used as an inappropiate dividing line.

C. Fasseur wrote the two articles on the East and the West before 1914.
In the 28 pages on the East Indies, which includes much new archival
material, he examines Dutch expansion; the cultuur-stelsel (cultivation
system); and the so-called ethical policy. In only 7 pages he manages to
relate the history of Suriname and the Netherlands Antilles from 1795
to 1914. The importance of Fasseur's contribution is that he attempts,
however cautiouly, to compare some developments in Suriname and Java.

The late S.L. van der Wai described the turbulent relationship between
the Netherlands and the East Indies between the two world wars. The
fundamental changes in Dutch colonial policy after 1900 are highlighted,
while the Indonesian nationalist movement is treated in a fleeting manner;
again, a consequence of the accent on Dutch history. C.Ch. Goslinga
hurriedly treats constitutional, political and economic changes in and
religious differences between the Netherlands Antilles and Suriname during
the inter-bellum years.

As to be expected, the last essay by P.J. Drooglever analyzes decol-
onization, a process which still has not come to a close in the case of
the Netherlands. Not surprisingly, the author is especially concerned with
the complications in the East. This "mental decolonization" also had its
repercussions in the West and eventually led to the independence of
Suriname and the status aparte of Aruba.

The geographical boundaries, the sometimes unfortunate periodizations,
and, above all, the division of labor between so many different scholars
make it impossible to arrive at a coherent analysis of Dutch colonialism.
Moreover, the articles almost exclusively represent the Dutch point of view.
Nevertheless, the collection serves as a useful survey, in particular for the
essays on the VOC and the East Indies. This survey function is strengthened
by the bibliographical references, split in sections on used sources and
literature, a bibliography compiled by each author, plus an overview of
existing bibliographies, archival guides and encyclopaedias. This nicely
illustrated paperback will have some use as long as a general history of
Dutch expansion overseas remains to be written.
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Rural development in the Caribbean. P.I. GOMES (ed.). London: C. Hurst
and Company. New York: St. Martin's Press, 1985. xxi + 246 pp. (Cloth
US$ 32.50, Paper US$ 14.95)

This collection of eleven papers, mostly about the English-speaking
Caribbean, begins with three papers whose emphasis is historical. The
volume begins felicitously with Marshall's "Peasant development in the
West Indies since 1838". Marshall reviews the history of peasant holdings
and production, and emphasizes the contribution Caribbean peasants have
made in expanding the production possibilities of the region beyond the
monocultural patterns of the plantations.

Sleeman analyzes the evolution of two class formations, in Barbados
and Martinique, which retained control of sugar cane production and
processing in local, rather than metropolitan, hands. The key factor in
both economies was the ability of sugar producers to obtain credit locally.

Acosta and Casimir review the history of the "counter- plantation system"
in St. Lucia, including peasant resistance to the control of production
by the plantations, the development of metayage and peasant-defined tenure
systems, and the effects of the transformation from sugar to bananas as
the principal agricultural export.

Several of the papers are intended as studies of local factors in rural
development. Gomes presents data on demographics, employment and
socio-political relations in a village in Dominica in which workers had
resisted the decline of the plantation which hired them and occupied much
of its land. Gomes's research was intended as the basis of planning for
development of the area after the government took control of the plantation.
In the context of a study of value orientations, Pemberton presents a
historical overview of agriculture in Tobago and results of a survey of
peasants. Clearly, economic factors were the strongest disincentive for entry
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into farming, and the mean age of Pemberton's sample was fifty-nine.
Craig's paper on Village Councils in Trinidad and Tobago shows how

the councils became channels for People's National Movement political
patronage through ad hoc programs rather than vehicles for rural devel-
opment. The "community resistance" included in the paper's title was
apparently largely passive, without producing alternative means to popular
participation in development.

Fieldwork for the Gomes, Pemberton and Craig papers was conducted
in the early to mid-1970s. Given the rapid developments of the past decade,
it is unfortunate that only brief updating was possible. Gomes writes in
a footnote (p. 75) that after his report was submitted, six years elapsed
before the government began to plan for development of the village. The
villagers' violent protests were made ineffectual by their lack of a link
to national political structures. Craig says (pp. 190-1) that nothing had
happened in the decade since the end of fieldwork that would change
the thesis of the paper. Nevertheless, these and other papers leave the
reader anxious to know more about developments in the intervening period,
such as attempts by the unemployed to seize control of public works projects
mentioned in Craig's paper (p. 184).

Durant-Gonzalez presents an ethnography of higglering in Jamaica,
discussing the skills required and recruitment into the occupation. Hig-
glering is described as providing skills and achievements for women without
fostering their social and economic growth. In the context of the other
papers, a discussion of the effects of the decline of peasant holdings and
the expansion of the marketing of processed imported foods on Caribbean
internal market systems would have been helpful.

The remainder of the papers in the volume are concerned with strategies
for rural development. Pollitt's reprinted paper, "Towards the socialist
transformation of Cuban agriculture, 1959-82", discusses changes in
landholding and the structure of the agricultural labor force from pre-
Revolutionary conditions. The paper reviews not only the state sector,
but transitions in the 20% of farm land remaining in the private sector.
The current strategy was the formation of cooperatives in which an average
of twenty-five households pooled their resources, with reimbursement
according to individual contributions. In the context of this volume, it
would be useful to know more about the internal functioning of these
cooperatives, the nature of support from the state sector and their potential
for adaptation to capitalist, "counter-plantation" agrarian systems in the
region.

This reader's hopes had been raised by the title of Henderson and
Patterson's paper, "Agricultural extension for rural transformation: the
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C.A.E.P. model". It was disappointing to learn that their program had
only just begun. While the paper begins with a clear analysis of Caribbean
extension problems, it is largely a programmatic statement. For readers
whose eyes glaze at the appearance of a flow chart, those in this paper
are both refreshing and realistic.

Thompson's paper, "Towards agricultural self-reliance in Grenada: an
alternative model", and Mclntosh and Manchew's "Nutritional needs, food
availability and the realism of self-sufficiency" make the most interesting
pair in terms of strategies for rural development. After cogent discussions
of the alternative development models of Amin and Thomas and of class
forces in Grenada, Thompson analyzes the relationship of class to food
consumption and proposes goals for replacing imported foods with locally
produced ones. His production goals follow the structure of food con-
sumption in La Poterie, a poor and necessarily self-reliant village, though
the level of consumption is increased to acceptable standards. Thompson
does not underestimate the problems of restructuring consumer patterns
or regenerating agricultural production and concludes on a discouraging
note.

Mclntosh and Manchew review problems of food import substitution
on a regional basis. They review nutritional problems in the region, show
the levels of self-sufficiency per food type for five Caribbean countries,
propose a model for identifying nutritional goals based on local production,
and estimate achievable levels of self-sufficiency for the year 2000, with
a general increase in per capita food production of 1-1.25%. Even in this
projection, self-sufficiency in legumes and vegetables remains low, at about
21% and 33% respectively; The authors conclude by predicting that without
intensive production efforts, the chances for self-sufficiency by the end
of the century are slim.

Each of the papers in the volume contributes to a greater understanding
of the constraints to rural development in the English-speaking Caribbean.
Among the strengths of the collection is its wide coverage, with data from
nine Caribbean economies. Most of the papers achieve the editor's goal
of paying attention to both underlying structural factors and location-
specific elements.

The collection of papers as a whole leaves the reader discouraged about
the prospects for rural development in the region. This may be a healthy
discouragement, but one is left wondering whether there are indeed no
examples of political action whereby rural people have not only resisted
economic oppression but created alternative means of becoming, as Craig
says, "not victims but in the final analysis protagonists of their own fate"
(p. 191). Given the resilience of Caribbean peasants described in several
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of the papers, especially those by Marshall and Acosta and Casimir, it
would be surprising if the picture were so wholly negative.

The book begins and ends with an introduction and postscript by the
editor. The introduction is concerned with defining rural development and
stresses the importance of underlying structural factors. The postscript
derives some policy implications from the papers. A somewhat closer tying
together of the themes in the papers at the conclusion of the book would
have been helpful.

FREDERICK J. CONWAY

1459 Hornblend St.
San Diego, CA 92109, U.S.A.

Capitalism, socialism and technology: a comparative study of Cuba and
Jamaica. CHARLES EDQUIST. London: Zed Books Ltd., 1985. xiii + 182
pp. (Paper US$ 9.95)

In the Preface of this book the author states " . . . that the present study
is one of the first attempts to investigate in detail the differences between
a capitalistic and a socialist country [Cuba and Jamaica] in relation to
causes and consequences of technical change in a specific economic sector"
(p. xi). On page 3 he remarks that "By examining and comparing the
choice of technique to do the same tasks (cane cutting and loading in
two countries with different socio-economic systems) I am attempting to
contribute to our knowledge about the driving forces behind, and the effects
of, technical change." And " . . .to analyze the determinants and conse-
quences of these processes, which means that neither the techniques nor
the socio-economic and political conditions as such, but the relationship
between the two, are placed at the centre of focus" (p. 5).

The concept of "actors" is defined as "all organized social entities with
a stake in sugar cane agriculture, which can be considered to have some
interest with respect to, and some influence on choice of technique in
this sector" (p. 13). The "actor" concept is then related to the concept
of "social carriers of techniques" which is described as "a social entity
which chooses and implements a technique; it "carries" into society" (p.
77). "To be chosen and implemented", in a specific context or situation,
the author contends that "the techniques must, of course, actually exist
somewhere in the world, i.e. it must be "on the shelf (p. 77). Six conditions
attached to this "social carrier" concept include: aspects of interest in
choosing a technique, organization, economic and political power, infor-
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mation about the existence of the techniques, access to the techniques,
and knowledge about how to "operate, maintain, and repair the technique"
(p. 77).

The author should be commended for undertaking the very difficult
task of attempting to shed some light on the very complex/interdisciplinary
subject of the "driving forces behind and the effect of technical change"
(p. 3). He has made a noble effort in presenting numerical data (whose
base, as admitted by the author on page xii, is "somewhat weak in certain
places") together with the socio-economic and political ramifications of
sugar cane harvesting and loading "techniques" related to Cuba and
Jamaica. His thesis, however, tends to be bogged down and blurred because
of the manner in which he presents his arguments. Too many repetitions
of statements occur in this book together with the presentation of
overlapping numerical data in prose form. This approach confuses, rather
than elucidates, the concepts the author is attempting to interrelate. Also,
along with the data presented in this manner, the citing of sources in
the same sentence with names and dates is very distracting to say the
least. Why not footnote these sources? Likewise it would have been very
useful to have included some diagrams and/or photographs of the different
kinds of harvesters and loaders discussed by the author.

The author's definition of "appropriate technology" is overly simplistic
and projects a major distortion of this concept. It reveals an interesting
technological bias. The implication that the "machete" is, in itself, an
appropriate technology is a case in point. Appropriate Technology - to
be appropriate - must encompass a variety of techniques and technologies
- ranging from the simple to the complex, from labor-intensive (not
necessarily "back breaking" work) to capital intensive technologies in-
cluding mechanical harvesters, computers, and other "labor saving" systems
- all related intimately to social, political, economic, and psychological
implications. Does the author assume that there are no "techniques"
available between the machete and the mechanical harvester to cut sugar
cane? Other "techniques" can be developed which are more labor-intensive
than the mechanical harvester but much less physically demanding than
the machete and can serve to develop an infrastructure by which "high
tech" can be sustained.

In discussing "actors" and "social carriers" of techniques he neglects
to include a very powerful "actor" that seems to transcend all societies,
capitalistic and socialist: the international banking system, specifically the
IMF. Without the inclusion of this "actor", the author's analysis is
weakened. Also as presented in this book, workers and unions seem to
acquire the character of reactors rather than "actors". What roles have
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these "entities" played in Cuba and Jamaica concerning the design-decision
making process in creating new "techniques" for harvesting and loading
sugar cane? Have workers and unions just been confronted by "techniques"
developed by others (engineers, technicians, etc.) and have they reacted
to these techniques in one form or another? If the appropriate technology
approach had been taken here - where the technology is by the people,
for the people, and of the people-, the results might have been more positive
for both Cuba and Jamaica. Of course this implies and approaches a true
socialism since efficiency here is measured in terms of the overall well-
being of the human being - not in terms of "profits" and the traditional
meaning of technical/economic "efficiency" defined in capitalistic terms.
How does one measure "efficiency" when a society has 10%, 15%, 30%
unemployment?

The author states on page 164 that "If modern techniques are not
introduced in the Third World, these countries will continue to be left
behind and the vicious circle of underdevelopment will continue to operate".
In recent New York Times articles (January 13, 1985 and November 30,
1986) it was pointed out that the trend toward growing unemployment
is worldwide and was taking place in "developed" as well as developing
countries. What does this say about "modern techniques"? The social/
political implications of all techniques must be examined carefully before
we put complete faith in the "technological fix" approach to solving human
problems.

In spite of the shortcomings of the presentation in this book the author
has dealt with critical concepts and has attempted an interdisciplinary
analysis of technical/social/economic/political issues which deserves furth-
er refining, clarification and development. His statement that "Technical
change... cannot be handled only by engineers and technicians" (p. 172)
is prophetic, but as a corollary, social scientists cannot fully comprehend
technology without understanding the technological mentality of engineers
and technicians (and vice-versa). So the "two cultures" somehow have
to integrate their educational approaches and efforts more closely than
heretofore - if humankind is to survive.

In the closing sentence of the book the author states " . . . democracy
and grass-roots involvement in decision-making are also crucial for the
effective development and application of advanced techniques with the
objective of liberating mankind". This is what Appropriate Technology
is all about!

STEVE M.SLABY

Department of Civil Engineering
School of Engineering and Applied Science
Princeton University
Princeton, New Jersey 08544, U.S.A.
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Women and social change in Latin America, JUNE NASH, HELEN SAFA and
contributors. South Hadley, Mass.: Bergin and Garvey Publishers, 1986.
372 pp. (Cloth US$ 34.95, Paper US$ 16.95)

This collection of seventeen articles adds specific information to our
knowledge of Third World women's economic contribution to both their
families and their societies. Unfortunately, it does so incompletely and
unevenly. The major problem with this volume is one which afflicts many
collections of scholarly articles - the lack of an overall integrating theoretical
perspective. Neither the single page editorial introductions to each of the
five sections in the book, nor Nash's otherwise interesting first essay
reviewing the decade's literature on the subject provides the needed
integrative framework. The articles themselves - even when concerned with
the same issue, e.g. Castro's article on Columbian women's migration to
New York and Pessar's on Dominican Republic migration - neither refer
to each other nor to the same literature. As a result, though this collection
does provide extensive empirical data from largely anthropological case
studies, it does not give the reader the sense that the basic issues and
questions of women's relationship to social change in Third World countries
have been adequately addressed or answered.

One theme which does recur in the collection is that capitalist penetration
in the Third World has worsened women's condition there. This thesis
- or a close variant of it - appears in several articles, and follows Bossen's
statement that "both structurally and culturally, capitalism has brought
about a redivision of labor which has relatively penalized women" (Bossen,
1984: 32G, The redivision of labor, cited by Nash, p. 10). This is a very
strong theoretical statement, and is potentially a useful and testable
hypothesis. But in none of the articles in which it is presented is its validity
subjected to careful empirical testing. To do so would mean documenting
what women's lives were actually like before the onset of industrialization
and comparing that to what life was like subsequent to that process.
Furthermore, as these case studies show, the relationship of Latin American
women to wage labor is quite different in various contexts. While Safa
for example asserts that in Puerto Rico -young women are preferred to
men as workers in capitalist enterprises, Safiotti states that in Brazil women
are displaced by men as technology advances, and Nash's review article
asserts that women are not integrated into wage labor as subsistence and
craft enterprises disappear. What is called for is an overall assessment
of the meaning of these findings and a theoretical framework which is
consistent with the data.

Nonetheless this volume does contain some important material in specific
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articles. The crucial economic contributions of women to "family survival
strategies" are illuminated by Schmink's discussion of Brazilian women.
Babb's article on Andean marketwomen shows that the economic par-
ticipation of women in the Third World often takes the form of marketing
products which they had previously been producing only for domestic
consumption. Babb points to the importance of both domestic and market
production as valuable forms of women's economic contribution, but
emphasizes that production for exchange brings with it the development
of new and different skills. ,

The authors in this volume consistently - and correctly - note the absence
of. any evaluation of women's experience in most economic development
literature, and view their work as a corrective to this serious ommission.
In their articles concerning agriculture, both Flora and Santos and Deere
emphasize that land reform projects are most successful when women are
explicitly included in the transformation process. Similarly, Pessar and
Castro separately recognize that migration is experienced very differently
by men and women. While their research leads them to contradictory
conclusions concerning the impact of migration on women, they both agree
that women often have a unique perspective on migration which is not
captured by research on the "family" or husband's experience.

In their preface, Nash and Safa assert: "Scholars have passed beyond
the descriptive phase of earlier s tudies . . . The concern now is to use women's
contributions as leverage for change in Latin America". Despite this
injunction, however, the bulk of the material contained in this collection
does not fulfill that promise. Though the book contains valuable infor-
mation, in the end it did not teach me enough about how these broad
socio-economic upheavals really benefit or hurt women. Nor did the volume
sufficiently elucidate in what ways women are or might be able to take
control of these changes occurring in their lives.

I am distressed to be forced to add a final note concerning the editing
of this book. Typographical errors occur on almost every page and in
some cases more than one is found on a single page. In addition, pages
362, 363 and 364 at the end of the volume are both wrongly numbered
and in the wrong order. Needless to say, such sloppiness interferes with
attention to the content of the book.

JOAN D. MANDLE

Department of Sociology
The Pennsylvania State University/Delaware County
Media, PA 19063, U.S.A.
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Black labor on a white canal: Panama, 1904-1981. MICHAEL L. CONNIFF.
Pittsburgh, Pa.: University of Pittsburgh Press, 1985. xv + 221 pp. (Cloth
US$ 24.95)

A changing public consciousness regarding the Panama Canal has been
reflected in the voluminous material published about it throughout the
twentieth century. During the U.S. construction effort of 1904 to 1914,
and immediately thereafter, numerous books and magazine articles cel-
ebrated the technical achievements accompanying the creation of "The
Big Ditch" and the heroism of coping with yellow fever and other tropical
maladies. Contrast that exuberance with the newspaper and television
reports of the angry "It's ours, we paid for it", rhetoric of the 1970s
and the equally militant anti-American reactions from Panama and
elsewhere in Latin America. Amidst the diffuse outpouring of information
concerning the canal, academic work about it has been voluminous in
its own right. Scholarly articles, books, and theses have tended to emphasize
labor relations and the ethnic complexity that the construction decade
left behind. And as the 1977 Carter-Torrijos treaty heads toward its
conclusion in the year 2000, we can be certain that scholars will continue
to assess the many ways in which the construction and presence of the
canal have affected the peoples of Panama, the rest of the Caribbean region,
and the Hemisphere.

Michael Conniff s Black labor on a white canal is a solid sociopolitical
chronology of the West Indian "Zonians" in Panama, and his book
represents some of the best Panama Canal scholarship yet to appear. He
sees two interrelated subjects dominating his book: the settlement of an
estimated 100,000 immigrant West Indians in the Canal Zone and Panama;
and the tracing of U.S. labor policy in the zone up to the Treaty of 1977.
Conniffs book also "compares race relations across several societies" (p.
7), including those of Panama and the United States. In researching the
study, Conniff has consulted Canal records in the United States and
Panama, newspapers from different periods, British Foreign Office cor-
respondence in London, and archives in Barbados and Jamaica. He
acknowledges a considerable intellectual debt to George Westerman, a
Panamanian of Barbadian ancestry who was Panama's ambassador to the
United Nations from 1956-1960, and who has shared with Conniff records
and personal reminiscences about the progress of the transplanted West
Indian community on the isthmus.

Conniff makes a number of telling points. The United States racism
which, he asserts, "imprinted" the construction and operation of the canal
for so long, was not because canal managers were from the U.S. South
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as some have suggested. Perhaps more important were the self-preservation
instincts of an entrenched white U.S. bureaucratic elite, northerners more
than southerners, taking advantage of their relative isolation from Was-
hington to perpetuate anachronistic race/labor policies in the Canal Zone
long after such policies had been replaced by more enlightened practices
in the continental United States. Conniff is particularly good at showing
how the "gold" (white staff) and "silver" (black labor) wage classifications
were manipulated to continue de facto racial segregation in the zone. Black
West Indians initially found only limited support from native Panamanians
who, until mid-century and beyond, considered them "British by loyalty,
American by economic necessity, and Panamanian for expediency" (p.
139). Early on, the blacks took refuge in their own churches, voluntary
associations, and especially their schools which they strived to improve
but which served as a foundation for what the author terms a "West
Indian Subculture". Bus as decades passed, important changes were
occurring within the black "West Indian" population in Panama: although
thousands of the original migrants from the West Indies had returned
home or moved on to New York, the majority had stayed on the isthmus;
and their children and grandchildren were learning Spanish, seeking their
own niches in the local society, and would have been strangers had they
gone back to the islands. In other words, they were well on their way
to becoming Panamanians although not completely accepted by all others
in Panama.

Integration of the black descendants of West Indian labor migrants into
Panamanian society still is not complete in the 1980s, but, in Conniffs
view, there have been marked improvements in their acceptance. He cites
a number of positive signs, among them the insistence by key Panamanian
politicians in the 1970s on using "Afro-Panamanian" to indicate those
descending from West Indian migrants, a recent black Miss Panama, the
rise of blacks in local politics. The predicted flood of West Indian
descendants leaving Panama after the Treaty of 1977, moreover, has so
far been only a trickle. In his overall assessment of the integration of
West Indian blacks into Panamanian society, Conniff is bold enough to
eschew gloomy predictions and states that in 1977, "Racial tolerance after
the treaty stood at an all-time high" (p. 7). He goes on to suggest that
for the near future "most indications are positive".

If there is a weakness in Conniffs book, it is the absence of grassroots
descriptions of, for example, what it must have been like for recent arrivals
from the West Indies to inhabit shacks, tents, and barracks in the early
twentieth century or what ten-hour working days really entailed. Conniff
mentions individuals, but they are almost invariably political leaders or
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similar decision-makers rather than the rank and file whose recollections
might,have enlivened the study. A similar example from a later period:
the author mentions briefly the 1964 "flag riots" which lasted several days,
claimed twenty-four lives, and "proved a turning point in U.S.-Panamanian
relations" (p. 145), and he then immediately discusses subsequent nego-
tiations. Where, specifically, in Panama City were the riots? Who par-
ticipated? And do the participants or sympathizers today recall the event
as a spontaneous outburst or as a calculated measure to force negotiations?
Without a great deal of difficulty, Conniff may have been able to glean
insight through personal recollections that might have carried his analysis
- of the riots as well as other events - beyond what he has found in
conventional archival sources.

But it is perhaps unfair to quibble over methodology, especially when
Conniff already has written a fine book describing the path along which
progress in Panamanian race relations has come about. The lesson he
teaches is that, in at least one case, genuine improvements in a potentially
explosive situation have come about, not all at once but after painstaking
and continuous efforts and. with patience and good will exhibited by
representatives from all sides. His book might be required reading for
those who would solve complex contemporary problems by the seemingly
simple "sending back" of targeted ethnic groups - whether they be Afro-
Panamanians, black Britons, Israelis, or Afrikaners - to places where they
really no longer belong.

BONHAM C. RICHARDSON

Department of Geography
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
Blacksburg, VA 24061, U.S.A.

Caribbean ethnicity revisited. A special edition of Ethnic Groups, International
periodical of ethnic studies, STEPHEN GLAZIER (ed.). New York, London,
Paris, Montreux, Tokyo: Gordon Breach Science Publishers, 1985. 164
pp. (Paper US$ 25.00)

With one exception, all the essays in this special edition of Ethnic Groups
aim to detail the changing significance of racial and cultural differentiation
in one or more Caribbean societies during a specific historical period.
Duany compares the incorporation of European and African "immigrants"
in Cuba and Puerto Rico between 1750 and about 1880, a period during
which both societies experienced a reexpansion of plantation slavery. De
Albuquerque and McElroy examine changes in the pattern of race relations
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in the U.S. Virgin Islands following the transfer of the islands from Denmark
to the United States in 1917. Shaw examines the differential maintenance
and use of Chinese ethnicity in the British West Indies—Trinidad, Jamaica
and Guyana, to be precise—between 1850 and 1950. Brockmann examines
patterns of ethnic participation in the economic development of the Orange
Walk region of Belize between 1966 and 1973. Layng, the one exception
to this historical approach, concentrates on contemporary Dominica,
exploring the relations between the Dominican Caribs' claim to an ethnic
identity and the legal designation of reservation land for Caribs.

A major strength of most of the essays lies in their effort to disprove
contentions that 1) the societies of the Caribbean region had achieved
racial and cultural harmony prior to the independence movements of the
1950s and 1960s; 2) cultural differentiation is a "primordial given" and,
3) any pure cultural pluralism model can provide an adequate explanation
for processes of ethnic and racial differentiation, interaction, or integration.
Against these contentions, most of the essays present data that underscore
the roles variation in modes of production, the division of labor, and
consequent class stratification, play in the development of ethnic and racial
segmentation and the ways group consciousness of these segmentations
influence uses of distinctive identities in economic and political competition.

Unfortunately, as they confront these contentions they fail to question
other equally problematic definitions of race, ethnicity, and political
competition. For example, Duany, de Albuquerque and McElroy, Shaw,
and Layng all seem to assume that some minimal physical and cultural
distinctiveness is necessary for "real" racial and ethnic segmentation to
develop. Hence, Duany argues that,

the diversified peasant economy which characterized Cuba, Puerto Rico and Santo
Domingo before 1750 favored the constant assimilation of colored people into the white
sector and the rapid growth of a fundamentally hybrid, mulatto society. The general
poverty and stagnation of the islands socially equalized the majority of the settlers,
preventing the formation of the two-class racial structure typical of plantation societies.
A stratification system could not be founded on the clear-cut opposition between "racial"
group, one Negroid, One [sic] Caucasian, if only because a large sector of the population
was genetically intermixed [my emphasis, p. 17].

De Albuquerque and McElroy, explaining what they refer to as the West
Indian emphasis on color rather than race, argue in a similar vein when
they contend that,

historically, color has assumed more significance than race in the USVI because the
subtleties of color permitted the development of a more extensive status system and
prevented the polarization that develops when race is an ascriptor of status. As in other
West Indian islands, it was the existence of a population of mixed blood that made the
latter unworkable [my emphasis, p. 45].
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On the same point, Shaw hedges his bets. He takes a position between
the assumption of race as empirically given pure type and its ethnographic
contradiction when he connects race and ethnicity by noting that ethnic
groups can exist despite interracial marriage and the proliferation of mixed
types, while concluding that this is only possible when ethnicity is not
derived from the physical characteristics he associates with racial distinc-
tions (p. 99).

To find these assumptions tenable (in addition to the need to ignore
the political and symbolic significance of the direction of assimilation in
Duany's case and the relation between the subtleties of color and the
hierarchy of status in the case of de Albuquerque and McElroy) one would
also have to assume, contrary to much historical and ethnographic data,
that there are mutually exclusive sets of physical characteristics that
distinguish "races" as empirically given biogenetic types, and that where
such pure types do not exist (or are not numerically predominant) the
potential for ideological constructions of racial distinctiveness also cease
to exist.

It is this unfortunate combination of assumptions that allows de
Albuquerque and McElroy to speak of an emphasis on "color" rather
than "race" as if strata based on skin color distinctions are not also strata
based on ideological conceptions of race. It also this combination of
assumptions which allows Duany to imply that had the movement toward
a "fundamentally hybrid" population reached fruition it would have
prevented the construction of a clear-cut opposition between racial groups,
as if where such oppositions developed they were based on objectively
pure segments rather ideologically constructed boundaries.

If we are well-advised, as a majority of the essayists suggest, to treat
ethnicity as a socially and ideologically constituted phemonenon, the
meaning and consequences of which varies with changing socioeconomic
and political circumstances, then we must also, as Klass points out in
his commentary which follows the essays, be prepared to treat such related
concepts as race and minority in a similar manner. Attention must be
paid, as Glazier notes in his introduction, to the symbolic construction
of both physical and cultural characteristics.

The dangers of ignoring such issues are especially well exemplified in
Layng's treatment of Dominican Carib ethnicity. Unable to find any
physically distinguishing markers of Carib racial identity— "few of them
appear to be pure Amerindian" (p. 128)—he concludes, for the Caribs,
that they are not a race. Unable to identify a distinctive cultural inventory,
he concludes, for the Caribs, that they are not an ethnic group. Insinuating,
with little apparent concern for documentation, that their claims of human
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rights violations are unfounded, he also concludes for them that they are
not a persecuted minority. Instead, he tells us they are a "territorial
minority" whose quest for a distinctive identity will cease if the economic
advantages associated with rights in reservation land are eliminated.

Although Layng's essays seems to suffer most from the weaknesses of
pre-Barthian approaches to ethnicity, it shares with the other essays another
weakness associated with assimilationist approaches to race and cultural
diversity. That is, it assumes, as Glick points out in his epilogue to the
edition, that a nationalist identity will and should triumph over any and
all other less encompassing identities, making inevitable the assimilation
and the eventual disappearance of all minorites into a majority population,
even when the existence of such a majority is questionable. Consistent
with these assumptions, it is also expected that economic differentiation
determines the speed with which this assimilation takes place. Discrimin-
ation and segregation make boundary maintenance economically and
politically advantageous, at the same time it retards the formation of a
physically hybrid culturally syncretized population and society. This set
of assimilationist assumptions encourages, as Klass notes, a view of ethnic
groups as objects acted upon, occasionally reacting but rarely creating
key social forces.

In combination such assumptions result in an absence of concern by
the essayists in this volume with non-economic factors which might
encourage ethnogenesis or an interest in the maintenance of ethnic
boundaries where such are not demonstratably linked to an economic
advantage. In the quest for links between race and class, they fail to
systematically consider the possibility that cultural boundaries, even those
initially created for economic reasons or the distinctiveness of which were
generated out of variations in the economic structure, may well be
maintained as part of an effort to " . . .escape from a position of marginality
rooted in history and culture..." (Glick, p. 159).

Hence, as Glick also notes, it becomes useful to consider the possibility
that under these conditions political competition among groups sharing
a territory may be focused on defining or redefining the relation between
national identity and subnational identities. That these essays pay little
attention to this possibility is most unfortunate because a careful historical
analysis of the range and variety of motivations and ideological matrices
hidden in the rubric of "Caribbean ethnicity" would no doubt provide
a valuable contribution to the anthropology of subnational identity
formation and its political consequences.

BRACKETTE F. WILLIAMS

Department of Anthropology
Queens College, The City University of New York
Flushing, New York 11362, U.S.A.
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Die Karibik; zur Geschichte, Politik und Kultur einer Region. FRAUKE
GEWECKE, Frankfurt/M: Verlag Klaus Dieter Vervuert 1984. 165 pp.

According to the cover text, this book offers "a cohesive introduction
to the history, politics and culture of this region, which in spite of the
sharp geographical and political fragmentation and the variety of languages
presents the image of a relatively uniform culture area" [my translation].
It is best to state from the start that the book does not live up to the
expectations aroused here. Scores of English, Spanish and French publi-
cations discuss the same subjects at greater depth and with greater
consistency. On the other hand, up to now no general introductions have
been available in the German language. Even if this book does not provide
new insights for scholars working in the Caribbean, it may consequently
be useful in helping a German-reading audience to get to know the
Caribbean.

In my opinion, however, Die Karibik has serious shortcomings. The
book falls into two very uncohesive parts. In the first part Gewecke briefly
reviews the history of the region, the bulk of this part being an overview
of the contemporary situation. Caribbean culture, and particularly lite-
rature, are the subjects of part two. I will discuss the two parts separately
before going on to make some general remarks.

The historical synopsis is useful, though sketchy and not without flaws.
The early decimation of the Amerindian population, for instance, is
attributed solely to exploitation and genocide, without any mention being
made of the fatal consequences of European diseases (p. 4). To cite another
example, Gewecke evinces little familiarity with the abundant literature
on Maroon culture in her blunt statement that the Maroons paid a high
price for their treaties with the various colonial authorities, viz. "loss of
inner autonomy and vitality and - linked to this - loss of their own cultural
identity" (p. 17, my translation).

The historical synopsis is followed by a review of the contemporary
scene. The author rightly emphasizes the extremely limited opportunities
for Caribbean governments to pursue an independent political course in
view of the lingering colonial connections and the pervasive U.S. influence.
The political situation of each Caribbean state or dependency is summa-
rized, thus providing a useful overview for 1984 which is, however, already
proving outdated after these few years. Here again, one is surprised by
some of Gewecke's blunt statements. No evidence is presented for her
assessment that in Cuba, as a consequence of "the aggressive attitude of
the Reagan administration [...] the 'revolutionary fighting spirit' [...]
has newly awakened" (p. 45, my translation). One is also surprised to
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read that the supposed oil reserves around Aruba constitute the key reason
for the island's separatism (pp. 57-8).

After discussing the role of the U.S. in the Caribbean in some detail,
Gewecke surveys other countries with involvements in the Caribbean, and
particularly their potential for counterbalancing U.S. influence. One is
flabbergasted to read here about Canada, Venezuela, Mexico, Colombia,
the European Community, the German Federal Republic, the United
Kingdom, France and Spain, but nothing, not even a single word, about
the U.S.S.R., whose influence in the region is. obviously important, as
Gewecke herself indicated when discussing Cuba.

The first part of this book concludes with an assessment of the economic
and political problems facing the region, especially the dilemma defined
as "regional solidarity versus national egoism". Gewecke explains the
region's relatively low level of development as being a consequence of
the heritage of colonialism, the absence of a strong political conciousness
and of an effective political infrastructure, and "the key aspect [of] economic
and political dependence" (p. 89, my translation). About the problems
inherent in smallness of scale one does not find a word. We are only
told about rich natural development potentials (excellent climatic and soil
conditions, abundance of fish) as in an echo of the days of the "darlings
of empire", "perla de las Antillas," etc.

In the second part of Die Karibik the author surveys Caribbean culture,
mostly restricted here to literature. In fifty-odd pages one can hardly offer
more than some guidance for a bibliographical orientation, as Gewecke
herself states (p. 103). The orientation she offers is in itself interesting;
the piles of books she mentions are not, however, to be found in the
bibliography.

One main objection to the author's treatment of Caribbean literature
is her consistent neglect of the Asian element in Caribbean society and
culture. Heavy emphasis is laid on the "search for a lost [African] identity,"
as one of the chapters is entitled, and on the search for a Caribbean identity.
One is surprised subsequently to read but one line about authors of East
Indian descent like Samuel Selvon, Wilson Harris and V.S. Naipaul (p.
124).

The discussion of Hispanic (especially Cuban), English and French
literature is obviously based on wide reading. It would have been ap-
propriate for the author to give more attention to the many Caribbean
writers "in exile", however. The survey of literature from the former Dutch
Caribbean area (pp. 125-6) might just as well have been left out. I miss
the names of most of the novelists I would have expected here (Cola Debrot,
Albert Helman, Rene de Rooy, Frank Martinus Arion, Edgar Cairo, Bea
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Vianen, Astrid Roemer, etc.), and find nothing about the remarkable
Sranantongo poetry of the 1950s and 1960s. Gewecke apologizes for the
conciseness of this overview by stating that there is hardly any primary
or secondary literature available. This is simply not true: admittedly most
of the relevant texts are in Dutch, but there are English anthologies of
Dutch Caribbean literature available as well.

The final section is devoted to popular culture. As a form of cultural
expression, Caribbean popular music reaches its Caribbean audience
infinitely more effectively than literature, as Gewecke rightly states. She
even proclaims calypso music to be the social consiousness of Trinidad,
and reggae the alternative through which black Jamaicans may culturally
emancipate. The singer Lord Laros is cited as an oracle here.

It will be clear that I believe this book to have many shortcomings
as well as outright errors. In addition, it misses cohesion: the two parts
read like two completely separate articles. It may serve well enough though
as a first introduction to the region for a German-reading audience, to
familiarize this (new) public with various facets of Caribbean politics and
literature.

GERT J. OOSTINDIE

Department of Caribbean Studies
Royal Institute of Linguistics an4 Anthropology
2300 RA Leiden - the Netherlands
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